
ABSTRACT

Late Quaternary sedimentation under the Tar-Pamlico River
fluvial-estuarine transistion zone was cored to an average depth of
6m. Data were collected from 23 vibracores along two Transects.
Standard stratigraphic and sedimentologic methods were used to: (1)
define the geometry of regional unconformities: (2) characterize the
geometry, lithology and stratigraphic relationships of Holocene
units and; (3) to summarize the geologic history of sea-level rise
and sedimentation. Three Pleistocene marine-estuarine units, two
Pleistocene fluvial sequences and one Holocene fluvio-estuarine
sequence were described. Holocene sedimentation infill is upto 9m
thick and almost without exception, is a fining upward sequence
with through gradational contacts. Geometry of a regional
unconformity shows deep scouring by the Tar River thalweg to a
depth of at least 9m below sea-level. Also, an ancient course of the
Tar River was defined buried under Chocowinity Bay and Crawford
Creek, as well as a linear paleotopographic high consisting of
Pleistocene marine-estuarine units under the Whichard's Beach Sand

Ridge. A chronology of late Pleistocene and Holocene sea-level
history was generated which depicts 3 sea-level oscillations with
an overall trend of decreasing elevation.
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INTRODUCTION

Hydrographie, Geographic and Geologic Settings

The Tar River is approximately 286 km in length and has total

relief of approximately 180 m (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1973).

The Tar River drainage basin has an area of about 7,900 square km

(Fig. 1) and an average gradient of .63 m/ km. The upper 158 km of

the Tar primarily drains saprolite and highly weathered crystalline

rock of the Piedmont. The lower 128 km lie in the North Carolina

Coastal Plain, which has an average gradient of .13 m/ km. In the Tar

River basin, outcropping Coastal Plain sediments are mostly

Quaternary and Tertiary in age, with local outcrops of Cretaceous

sediments (Fig. 1). Three km west and upstream from Greenville the

Tar River gradient and velocities decrease significantly. Three km

west of the city of Washington, N.C. the river widens abruptly to

become the Pamlico River Estuary (Fig. 2).

The Pamlico River Estuary is the flooded downstream extension

of the Tar River. It progressively widens along its 60 km, east-

southeast course to a width of 7 km where it becomes the Pamlico

Sound (Fig. 1). The Pamlico River estuary is a shallow-water,

oligohaline, nanotidal estuary with an average mid-river water

depth of 3 to 5 m in the upper estuary and 5 to 6 m near the Pamlico
Sound (Hardaway, 1980). Salinity increases in a downstream

direction, from an average of .5 ppt west of Washington to 15 or 20
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Figure 1. Location map showing the general geology of the study area, and the
Tar and Pamlico River River drainage basins.



Figure 2. Map of study area showing water bodies, transects and floodplain terrace.
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buffering effect of the Outer Banks, astronomical tides in the

estuary average less than .2 m (Hartness, 1977, Hardaway, 1980).

The shallow depth and large surfaoe area of the estuary make wind

the predominate factor controlling water level. Wind tides average

.3 m (Benton, 1980) and can readily exceed 1.5 m in major storms

(Hardaway, 1980; Hartness, 1977).

The study area spans the transition zone between the present-

day Tar River and the Pamlico River Estuary. This area marks the

confluence of multiple topographic, fluvial, geomorphic, and geologic

components as follows:

1) Water Bodies (Fig. 2)

a. Tar River. This is the main fluvial component in the area,

and is discussed above.

b. Pamlico River. The Pamlico River is a shallow water,

oligohaline, flooded river valley estuary, as discussed

above.

c. Chocowinitv Bav. This bay is a shallow water estuary, and

an embayed lateral tributary of the Pamlico River. It

receives runoff mainly from Chocowinity and Crawford

Creeks, which are small lateral tributaries that drain the

coastal plain .

d. Tributaries. All tributaries have headwaters on the

coastal plain and include Chocowinity, Sidney, Bear,

Tranter's, Crawford, Taylor and Runyon Creeks. Chocowinity

Creek is the largest of these with a total length of 15 km,



maximum relief of 12 m and an average gradient of .75 m/

km. Chocowinity Creek drains both highly organic

swampwaters of Blount's Pocosin and well-drained mineral

sediments of adjacent agricultural areas into Chocowinity

Bay.

2) Wetlands (Fig. 3)

a. Swamoforest. This environment is situated just above

mean sea level; contains mostly bald cypress (Taxodium

distichum (L.) Richard), túpelo gum (Nvssa aauatica L.), and
red maple (Acer rumbrum L.) and accounts for an estimated

60% of the study area. Botanical nomenclature follows:

Radford et al. (1968).

b. Tidal Low Brackish Marsh. These marshes occur within the

intertidal zone caused by irregular wind tides and are

inhabited almost exclusively by Soartina cvnosuroides L.

Roth.

c. Transition Zone. This wetland environment is transistional

between marsh and swampforest and is characterized by

plant species from both environments. These species include
stunted swampforest trees such as bald cypress, túpelo gum,

red maple, and red cedar (Junioerus virainiana): woody

shrubs such as wax myrtle (Mvrica cerífera L.), American

holly (Ilex opaca Aitón), and red bay (Persea borbonia L.)

Sprengel): and presumably because of a lower salinity
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Figure 3. Map showing the distribution of upland areas, swampforest and marsh.
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content here than in true marsh, a wider variety of grasses,

sedges, rushes, and other aquatic vascular plants.

3) Uplands (Fig. 3)

a. Whichard's Beach Sand Ridoe fWBSR). This area of the Tar

River floodplain is an elongate upland area that is

completely surrounded by swampforest or water and has an

approximate average elevation of 1.7 m and a maximum of

3.3 m. It trends east-west parallel to the Tar-Pamlico River.

b. Southern Uplands. In the southern portion of the study area

elevations on top of the terrace reach 7.5 m within a few

hundred meters of the adjacent floodplain. Gradients on the

southern floodplain terrace scarp range from 40 to 300 m/

km. The terrace contains large areas of pine-hardwood

forest and agriculture.

c. Northern Uplands. In the northern portion of the study

area, including the city of Washington, the land rises with a

lower gradient (3 m/ km) than the southern uplands. Thus,

the lower northern uplands exhibit poorly defined plant

community boundaries.

Sediment units associated with Holocene transgression

unconformably lap onto Pleistocene upland deposits in both

the northern and southern portions of the study area, as the

flooded portion of the coastal system vertically aggrades in

response to rising sea-level. Riggs (1988) stated that many

complexities of the North Carolina Coastal Plain Pleistocene
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stratigraphy result from the interaction of fluvial and

coastal marine processes during multiple marine

transgressive-regressive cycles. Each Pleistocene glacio-

ecstatic sea level event results in two important responses

in coastal North Carolina. Falling sea-level and associated

lowstands result in subaerial exposure, weathering, erosion
and entrenchment of drainage systems. Rising sea-level and

associated highstands result in drowning, sediment

aggradation, infill of valleys and overlap onto the adjacent

upland areas.

Objectives

The purpose of this study is to determine the processes and

patterns of sediment infill history of the Tar-Pamlico River

transition zone in response to Holocene sea level rise. More

specifically the subobjectives are to:

1) characterize the geometry of regional unconformities:

2) determine the geometry of the Holocene fluvial-marine

sediments:

3) describe the lithologic character and the vertical and lateral
lithofacies patterns of the Holocene infilling sediments: and4)develop a geologic history of sea-level rise and sedimentation.



Previous Work

Sea level has been rising for approximately the last 15,000 to

18,000 years (Milliman and Emery, 1968; Fairbridge, 1961). Hartness

(1977), Maddry (1979), and Benton (1980) have shown that sequences

of sediments have accumulated in the Pamlico River Estuary and the

Tar River floodplain in response to this Holocene sea-level rise.

Duque (1978) measured Holocene sediment accumulations and

mapped the geometry of the pre-Holocene surface in Slocum and

Hancock Creeks in the Neuse River Estuary. Hartness (1977) did a

similar study on the Holocene, organic-rich muds in the Pamlico

River Estuary. He and Duque showed that the accumulation of clay-
sized sediments and thickness of deposits are directly related to the

topographic configuration of the pre-mud surface (Fig. 5). Mud

deposits generally thicken downstream, implying sediment infilling,

as flooding of the preexisting drainage basin progresses. Hartness

extrapolated his results to suggest that the thickness of Holocene

estuarine mud may reach 20 m in the channel thalweg.

Benton (1980) studied the Broad Creek area of Roanoke Island,

North Carolina. Based on the character of Holocene sediments and

evolution of depositional environments and associated sedimentary

processes, he concluded that Broad Creek began as an upland
freshwater creek that evolved into a flooded, brackish water tidal

embayment in response to progressive drowning of the drainage

system by Holocene sea-level rise. He described six units that are
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Figure 4. General area of depositional systems, also showing transects,
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applicable to this Pamllco-Tar River study. From oldest to youngest,

they are: 1) iron-stained, clean sand interpreted to be a paleosol; 2)

gray to tan, muddy sand interpreted to be an upland-wetland

transition environment: 3) freshwater marsh peat; 4) brown fibrous

brackish marsh peat; 5) highly organic-rich mud interpreted to be a

tidal creek shoal; and 6) organic-rich estuarine mud deposits.

Brown and Welby (1970), Welby (1971 a,b) and Brown et al.

(1972) have shown that the location of many existing streams in

eastern North Carolina and Virginia corresponding lows on the

Yorktown unconformity surface and on other Tertiary and Quaternary

pre-Holocene surfaces. Maddry (1979) looked for similar evidence in

his study of the developmental history of three coastal plain

streams, including the Tar River, in eastern Pitt County. His

stratigraphic, sedimentologic, and geomorphic study of sediments

above the post-Yorktown unconformity defined the mechanisms and

patterns of Pleistocene and Holocene stream valley infill. However,

his results concerning the reoccupation of paleotopographic lows by

modern streams were inconclusive.

The Chicod Creek Environmental Impact Statement indicates that

Chicod Creek should be aggrading (U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Soil

Conservation Service, 1974) because approximately 9.5 million

kg/yr of sediments are transported into Chicod Creek, but only

75,000 kg/yr are reaching the Tar River. Maddry (1979) suggested

that the difference was being deposited in the creek.



Since Chicod Creek is part of the Tar River drainage basin, it is

affected by some of the same variables (i.e., base level) that affect

the Tar River. Lack of deltaic sand shoals at the mouth of the Tar

River indicates that sediments are not reaching the mouth of the

river in quantities sufficient enough to produce shoals. This implies

that aggradational processes similar to those in Chicod Creek are

occurring in the Tar River.

Riggs, et al. (1975), in studying shoreline erosion within the

North Carolina estuarine system, classified and mapped shoreline

types, defined mechanisms and processes of erosion, and mapped the

resulting rates of erosion. They concluded that the distribution of

sand in modern sediments is largely dependent upon erosion of

adjacent shoreline sediment banks. Duque (1978) showed that the

Holocene sand in Slocum and Hancock Creeks, two small lateral

estuaries, was derived from erosion of pre-Holocene units along the

shorelines adjacent to the site of deposition. This implies that

estuarine shoreline erosion plays an important role in supplying sand

to the of modern estuarine systems North Carolina. The main trunk

estuary receives its primary sediment input as suspended sediments
from the Tar River. Allen (1964) reported that the the Tar River at

Tarboro transports an average of 220 metric tons of suspended

sediments per day.

Duque (1978) showed that the principal source of clay in the mud

deposits of Slocum and Hancock creeks was the trunk system of the

Neuse River estuary. These muds were resuspended by wave action.
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transported into the low energy lateral creeks by wind tides, and, as

a result, deposited.



METHODS AND MATERIALS

Field Procedure

Cores were obtained along two Transects perpendicular to and

spanning the width of the Tar-Pamlico River floodplain (Fig. 6).

Transect 1, with 18 cores, begins at the mouth of Sidney Creek and

trends northeast, traversing Chocowinity Bay, Whichard's Beach

Peninsula, and the Pamlico River. Transect 2 with five cores, is

located immediately west of and subparallel to Hwy 17. This

Transect is adjacent to the old Vandermere Southern Railroad

subgrade which provided easy access to this swamp. All cores were

taken with the ECU Geology Department portable vibracore system.

Coring in the water was done from the ECU research vessel, R/V

Nitro. Eighteen supplementary stratigraphic holes were bored at

selected locations throughout the study area (Fig. 6), with soil

probes and bucket augers providing for additional stratigraphic

information.

Twenty and thirty-foot sections of 3- and 4-inch diameter

aluminum irrigation pipe were used as core barrel. As cores were

retrieved, they were labeled and sealed with core caps and duct tape.

Upon arrival at the lab, long cores were cut into smaller, more

manageable lengths. Coring sites were plotted on 7.5' topographic

quadrangle maps utilizing cross-ranging and trianglulation methods.



 



Vibracorina Problems.

The ECU portable vibracore system is designed for soft,

water-saturated sediment coring. Length of the retrieved sediment

core is usually shorter than the penetrated length of the pipe,

because of three processes. 1) The most significant core loss is

from "pile-driving", which occurs when the degree of friction is

greater for sediments going up the core barrel than for sediments

going around the outside of the barrel. This effect often results in

losses of 20 to 40% of the core. Observations indicate that pile-

driving is most prevalent in clean coarse sand and in muddy peats,

particularly if the peats contain large pieces of hard wood. As the

barrel is cutting through the wood, the weight and vibration of the

core barrel causes the wood to be pushed down through the soft peat;

consequently, this section is not cored. 2) During retrieval of the

core, gravity and suction sometimes cause part of the sediments to

slip down the core barrel. This process is most prevalent if the plug

in the top of the core barrel is not sealed perfectly. 3) Long resident

time of sediments in a vibrating core barrel may cause compaction

in the sediments. The amount of compaction depends upon the

sediment type and is not consistent.

Despite these major problems, careful field methodology and an

understanding of the coring system permit geologic interpretations

to be made with a high degree of confidence. In this study,

corrections for conpactiona and pile-driving were not made on

lithologic logs or the stratigraphic cross section of Transect 1.



Measurments were taken directly from the sediment cores because

1) lithologic logs should reflect actual observations with no

subjective interpretations, and 2) the stratigraphy of Transect 1 is

so complicated that predictions of compaction are difficult and

subject to significant error.

Corrections for compaction and pile-driving were made on the

stratigraphic cross section of Transect 2 and structure contour map

of the beta unconformity because 1) the structure contour map

depicts the absolute depth of the unconformity below sea level; 2)

as discussed below, depth to the beta unconformity can be

dependably calculated: and 3) in addition to four cores, the

stratigraphic cross-section of Transect 2 was reconstructed from

12 engineer's borings (S&M Engineers, 1974) and five auger holes

which are not subject to compaction. Thus, the cores were expanded

slightly to bring them into line with the bulk of the data. This

adjustment should cause minimum discrepancy because two of the

four cores ( 3 and 4) consist almost entirely of one sediment type,

orange sand and swampforest peat, respectively. Cores 1 and 2

contain three major components; swampforest peat blue sandy clay

and clean orange sand. A lost section in these cores is most likely to

represent pile-driving in the peat and sand, so these sections were

expanded.

Depths to the contact with marine-estuarine units, defined as the

beta unconformity and plotted on the structure contour map, were

calculated in the following way. After complete penetration of the



core barrel, the total length of pipe in the ground was noted. After

splitting, the length of penetration into estuarine-marine sediments

was subtracted from total penetration, yielding the depth below

ground surface to the unconformity. This method is assumed to be
accurate because the high clay content and very firm consistency of

marine units minimize compaction and pile-driving, and act as a

"clay plug" in the bottom of the barrel. In a worst case scenario, this
method still yields a maximum depth to the unconformity. Although

this method appears to be accurate, comparison with uncorrected

logs can cause confusion. For example, depth to marine-estuarine

sediments on the structure contour map for Transect 1, core 13 is

6.83 m, but because of pile-driving, the length of retrieved sediment

on the core logs and the stratigraphic cross section is 5.8 m.

Lab Procedures

Sample Preparation.

Table 1 is a flow chart of laboratory procedures. Cores were

opened with a circular saw, making two incisions 180 degrees apart

along the length of the core. A thin, sharp blade was passed through

the sediments in the core, splitting it into two halves. One half of

the core was sealed in plastic lining and archived, at the ECU

Geology Sediment Core Depository. The other half of the core was

also sealed in plastic lining and used for all subsequent logging and

subsampling.



Table 1. Flow chart of laboratory procedures.



Logging of Cores.

The sediments were described using a binocular microscope.

This data was used to make detailed lithologic logs (Appendix B);

determine the nature of contacts and unconformities: establish bed

thickness, bedforms, textures, structural features; and define the

lithofacies. Color chart was used to assign color (GSA, 1963). Photos

were taken of all cores at 1 m intervals and at close range to

characterize special features.

Subsamolino and Sieving of Coarse Clastics.

All major lithologic types were subsampled for sieve analysis.

For each sand unit three subsamples were taken: 1) a fine-grained

sample, 2) a coarse-grained sample, and 3) a composite sample. The

composite sample was taken by removing 1 cubic cm of sediment at

every 5-cm intervals through the unit (Folk,1974). Samples that that

contained greater than 10% fines were wet-sieved to remove all

clay- and silt-sized particles; the fines were retained for pipette

analysis. The sand-size fraction was then placed in an oven at 70

degrees C and dried for at least 24 hours. After drying, all sand

samples were weighed and sieved using a standard Ro-Tap sieve

shaker. Sieves were nested at quarter-phi intervals and shaken for

15 minutes. Each fraction was weighed to 0.01 gram, placed in

separate containers, and retained for later analysis.

Subsamolino and Pioette Analysis of Fine Clastics.

One or two clay-rich subsamples were obtained from each fine

grained lithologic unit. Samples were dispersed by manually



disaggregating the clay, placing samples in 200 ml of 2.86g/l calgon

solution then vigorously agitating the solution on a modified wrist-

action shaker for 45 minutes. Dispersed samples were placed in an

ultrasonic bath for 1.5 hrs, allowed to set overnite and then were

returned to the wrist-action agitator for an additional 45 minutes.

Clay-rich samples were then wet sieved with distilled water on

a 4.0 phi sieve. Sand fractions from the top of the sieve were

retained, dried and sieved with the same procedures described above.

Water was added to the clay fraction in graduated cylinders until
lOOO ml was attained. From this amount silt was pipetted from a lO-

cm depth after 20 seconds and the clay fraction was withdrawn

from a 20-cm depth after two hours (Folk 1974). The 20-ml aliquot

containing the silt and clay fractions were placed in preweighed 50-

ml beakers oven-dried at 80 degrees C for 3 days. During cooling the

samples were allowed to equilibrate with the ambient humidity and

were then reweighed, and the silt-clay fractions calculated.

X-Rav Diffraction of Clav Fraction.

Clay fraction was pipetted and discharged onto three

prelabeled glass microscope slides which were then allowed to air

dry. One of the slides was left untreated, one was heated to 500

degrees C for one hour and the other was placed in a sealed vessel

and exposed to ethylene glycol vapors for two days. These

treatments (Brown, 1959) were necessary to distinguish the five

major clay minerals suspected to be present. Each of the slides were

X-rayed using a General Electric XRD-6 diffractometer. The



untreated slide was scanned from 3 to 35 degrees 2 theta, while the

fired and glycolated slides were scanned from 3 to 15 degrees 2

theta. A quartz standard was run at the beginning of each work

session to check calibration.

Microscopic Techniques - Sand Fraction.
After sieving, the 3.0, 1.5, and 0.0 phi size fractions from

representative sand and fine-grained sediment types were selected

for point counting. A portion of the sample was placed on a grid tray

and a 300-point count was performed (Carver, 1971).

Organic Analysis.

Organic analysis of peats and organic-rich sediments was done

by sampling organic-rich lithologies at regular one meter intervals

or at locations of special interest to differentiate organic contents.

The samples were dried at 80 degrees C for several days, weighed to

0.01 gram, burned for two hours at 500 degrees C, and reweighed

(Andrejko, et al.,1982). Classification of organic sediments is based

on an ash verses organic content percentage.

Identification of Peat Formina Environments.

Peat-forming environments were identified by visually

observing the diagnostic constituents and in situ texture of the

peats, then classifying them into one of four categories: 1) detrital,

2) marsh, 3) transitional, and 4) swampforest. The procedure for

this classification is entails representative samples being gently

disaggregated and wet sieved over a 1-phi sieve. The coarse



component was then placed in a white enamel tray and inspected

with a binocular microscope for discernible organic components and

structures that could be used to indicate environment of deposition.

Criteria used as environmental evidence are as follows.

Detrital Peat

- horizontal to subhorizontal position of individual organic

fragments;
- overall laminated structure of organic matter;
- no vertical rootgrowths;
- absence of large fragile or delicate material;
- blocky and nonelongate texture; and
- highly or partially fragmented texture.

Marsh Peat

- presence of grass sheaths;
- presence of any marsh or aquatic plant seeds;
- scarcity or absence of wood;
- absence of leaf skeletal structures;

- absence of bark; and

- general linear to fibrous texture.

Floodplain Peat

- abundant leaf skeletal structures;

- presence of massive wood or woody material (i.e.,. 3x3 cm);



- presence of in situ wood and roots;
- tree seeds;

- abundant bark; and

- general blocky, chunky texture.

T ransition

- general mixture of marsh and floodplain peat characteristics;
- small, less massive wood typical of shrubs;
- presence of leaf skeletal structures;
- delicate fragments of bark; and
- any of the above mixed with reed or grass sheaths

Radiocarbon Analysis.

Two carbon-14 age dates were obtained from organic-rich

samples in Transect 2, core 4. This core contains over 6.5m of peat

that begins 0.2m above the beta unconformity and continues to the

sediment surface. The dated samples were taken from 3.3 and 7.7 m

below msl. Samples were dried at 80 degrees C for two days,

wrapped in aluminum foil and sent to the Center for Applied Isotope

Studies, University of Georgia at Athens, for age determination. The

ages reported were 3568 +/- 65 YBP and 9867 +/- 83 YBP,

respectively.



RESULTS

Beta Unconformity

The beta unconformity, a regional unconformity that underlies

the entire study area, is illustrated on the structure contour map

(Fig. 7). It is an unconformable boundary between Pleistocene
shallow marine and estuarine units and overlying latest Pleistocene

through Holocene fluvial deposits (PLATE 1). Formation of the

unconformity was caused by fluvial processes which eroded and

downcut into underlying units during multiple Pleistocene sea-level

lowstands. The beta unconformity represents one surface, though

portions of that surface may have been active at different times.

The beta unconformity can be recognized by distinctive lithologies

on each side of the boundary. Below the unconformity, four

lithologies of marine and estuarine sediments can be recognized (see

section titled Pre-Beta Unconformity Stratigraphy). Most are stiff,

olive-gray, fossiliferous, sandy mud and muddy sands. Others are

blueish-gray to light-gray to white, semi-indurated, shell hash and

moldic limestones. All pre-beta unconformity lithologies contain

very well sorted, gray to white medium sand. Above the

unconformity, sediments usually consist of clean, unconsolidated,

white-to-yellowish orange, very poor to moderately well sorted,
medium sand to pebbly and granular very coarse sand.
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PLATE 1. Transect 2, core 2, the beta unconformity at 4.32m below ground surface is
overlain by Holocene, fluvial, gravelly sand and underlain by Pleistocene, estuarine
leached muddy sand.



o 1 km

Figure 7. Structure contour map on top of the beta unconformity surface.
Contour interval is 2 meters with supplementary contours at 1

meter. All values are in meters below sea-level.
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The structure contour map (Fig. 7) of the beta unconformity

surface shows several major geomorphic features. First, an

erosional paleotopographic high occurs under the WBSR (Fig. 2). The

linear high extends from Whichard's Beach on the east, westward to

Singleton's sand mine (Fig. 2) and dips both north and south along its

flanks. The high is best documented in Transect 1, core 8 at 1.4 m

below msl. The beta unconformity then dips to the north, reaching a

depth of at least 9 m below msl under the adjacent Pamlico River

channel. The highest point on the unconformity is in the western half

of the study area at approximately 2.1 m below msl. The average

depth of the paleotopographic high is about 3 m below msl +/- I m.

Based on personal communication with operators at B. Singleton

sand mine, depths to the beta unconformity below the mining area

range from 4.8 to 5.8 m below msl. The shape and extent of the beta

unconformity paleotopographic high closely matches the general

outline of upland plant communities on the WBSR (Fig. 3).
On Transect 2, north of the WBSR, the unconformity dips north

with a gradient of 14.8 m/ km to a depth of 5.8 m in core 2. The

unconformity then assumes a more gentle gradient in the same

direction, decending at 1.5 m/ km, reaching 7.7 m below msl in

boring b-7. The base of the slope under the Pamlico River channel is

in excess of 9 m below msl (boring b-8). Because the loaction of the

channel thalweg in reference to boring b-8 is unknown, the maximum

channel depth may be greater. Continuing north of the channel, the
beta unconformity rises to 4.1 m below msl under Kennedy Creek (b
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10), decends again to 4.6 m below msl (b-46), and is last recorded at

-4.3 m (b-47) approximately 550 m inshore from Kennedy Creek.

On Transect 1, the beta unconformity dips to the north off the

paleotopographic high to a maximum known depth of 8.2 m below msl
in core 12. Data from cores 11 and 14 indicate that the channel

thalweg is north of Cl2 under Grandpap Island. This is consistent
with a minimum projected channel depth of about 10 m below msl.

The unconformity under the north side of the Pamlico River was not

penetrated.

In Transect 2, core 3, the unconformity surface under the Porter

Junction Swamp is 6.3 m below msl, suggesting a paleochannel. At

auger site 18, adjacent to Crawford Creek and halfway between

Transects 1 and 2, the beta unconformity occurs at 4.9 m below msl.

From top to bottom, this hole encountered 3.2 m of peat; about I m of

medium-blueish-gray, sandy mud; and 0.7 m of well sorted, white

medium-to-fine quartz sand immediately above the unconformity.

This sequence of sediments suggests that auger site 18 is not close

to the channel thalweg, as evidenced by the thin, well-sorted, fine

channel sand deposits, and thick overbank and backswamp deposits
above the sands. This is important because the beta unconformity

under the channel is probably much deeper due to thalweg scouring.
In Chocowinity Bay, the beta unconformity occurs in cores 1 and

2 at 4.1 m and 4.5 m below msl, respectively. The unconformity was

penetrated only on the north side of the bay because the

paleotopographic high rises towards the surface in this area. On the



south side of Chocowinity Bay, the unconformity was too deep to be

penetrated. Transect 1, core 2; Transect 2, core 3; and auger site 18

all penetrated the unconformity between 4.5 m and 6.3 m below msl,

suggesting an east-west paleochannel in the surface of the beta

unconformity south of the WBSR.

Pre-Beta Unconformity Stratigraphy

Because of the lack of outcrops, the complexity of the Plio-

Pleistocene section, and the lack of biostratigraphic resolution,

determining an age for marine-estuarine units beneath the beta

unconformity is difficult. However, several lines of evidence

indicate a Pleistocene age for these units.

Belt et al. (1983) described 20 m+ of Pleistocene estuarine and

freshwater fluvial deposits in the Lee Creek mine, 30 km east of

the study area. Maddry (1979) reported 3 to 12 m of Pleistocene

sediment cover overlying the Yorktown Formation west of the study

area in eastern Pitt County. Snyder and Katrosh (1979) described

lower Pleistocene estuarine units overlying the granite in Fountain

quarry, 34 km west of the study area and 18.5 m above msl.
Location of the study area also suggests that Pleistocene-age

units lie beneath the beta unconformity. An incised valley is where

fluvial processes downcut the deepest during sea-level lowstands.
This will also be the location of the first and thickest

accumulations of deposition during subsequent sea-level rise and



highstand. A new scouring and depositional event occurs with each

subsequent drop and rise in sea level. Geomorphic complexity of the

study area suggests that erosion by any one sea-level cycle is not

likely to be complete and that remnants of the previous depositional

section would be left behind. In addition, this study presents data

indicating a minimum of lateral channel meander during the Holocene

history of the Tar River, and, consequently, a minimum of lateral

scouring and sediment removal of pre-existing sedimentary units.

All sediments under the beta unconformity are designated Q7

with lower case letters to indicate the various subfacies (e.g., Q7b).

Q7 sediments are shallow marine and/or estuarine deposits that are

prefluvial and believed to be Pleistocene in age. Q7 has 4 different

lithologic subtypes (Table 2 and PLATES 2, 3, 4 and 5) with poorly

understood stratigraphic interrelationships.

Post-Beta Unconformity Stratigraphy

Within the study area, five major lithologic units can be

discerned above the beta unconformity. They are fluvial in origin

and represent a general fining upward sequence. These units differ

principally in grain size and organic content and to a lesser extent in

mineralogy. Differences in grain size ultimately result from a rise
in base level, which controls the flooding process. These units



Table 2. Sediment descriptions of pre-beta unconformity lithofacies.

Lithologic
Unit

Description

Q7d

White to very light gray, semi-indurated, fine
to medium sandy, calareous hash composed
of highly fragmented and weathered
bivalves and gastropods: Q7d occurs only in
transect 1, core 8.

Q7c

Occurs only in the uppermostIO to lOOcm
thick weathered zone of Q7b; characterized by
the absence of fossils or presence of
extensively deteriorated fossil material.

Q7b

Olive gray, sandy mud and muddy sand;
characterized by common oyster and abundant
Mercenaria shells; occurs under most of the
study area and is capped by Q7c; and is the
most common marine-esturine sediment type.

Q7a

Medium light gray to pale blueish gray,
medium to fine sandy semi-indurated, moldic
limestone consisting of molds of bivalves
and gastropods;occurs under the dredged
channel on transect 1, core 12, and in
transect 2, core 4 with an elevation difference
of .25m and the lowest stratigraphic and
elevational position.
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Plate 2. Transect 1, core 12, 3.52 to 3.66 m. Weathered and fragmented portion of the
light gray, moldic limestone (Q7a) which is truncated by the beta unconformity
and overlain by orange gravelly coarse sand (Q5a).
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PLATE 3. Transect 1, core 7, 3.25 to 4.2 5 m. Olive gray, fossiliferous, clayey sand
(Q7b) with abundant fossil shells that are primarily Mercenaria. Also see PLATES
4 and 18.
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PLATE 4. Transect 1, core 13, 4.9 to 5. 9 m. Pleistocene weathered zone (Q7c) with
characteristic leaching of fossil shells. Calcareous fossil material begins to
reappear at about 5. 8 m; which is classified as Q7b. Also see PLATE 18.



PLATE 5. Transect 1, core 8, 2.66 to 2.8 m. White semi-indurated, sandy, calcareous
shell hash (Q7d); notice the highly fragmented and weathered texture. Some iron
staining has occurred as a result of exposure to atmospheric oxygen.



are designated Ql through Q6 and are further subdivided by lower

case letters to denote different subfacies (e.g., Q5a and Q5b). Major

designations for Q1 through Q6 lithofacies are summarized in Table

3.

Q6 sediments are Pleistocene soils and buried paleosols found

on the Whichard's Beach Sand Ridge (WBSR). Two subtypes (Table 4

and PLATES 6 and 7) are differentiated on the basis of color, which

is dictated by the amount of oxidized iron stain.

Q5 sands and gravels, the most common sediment type in the

study area, are divided into two subtypes (PLATES 8 and 9). The

divisions within Table 5 are based on color (orange and white).

Maddry (1979) described Q5a deposits within Pitt County that were

deposited in an ancestral Tar River floodplain that was 2 to 3

kilometers wide and centered on the modern Tar River floodplain.

The modern bedload of the Tar River is comprised principlly of

orange sand (Q5a).

Because of the stratigraphic evolution of the lithologic

nomenclature, the Q4 sediment type was eliminated from the

classification scheme.

Q3 is the designation for fine-grained, mud-rich sediments

(Table 6). These finer grained sediments are shown in PLATES 10,

11, 12 and 13. From least to greatest abundance, fine-grained

sediments within the study area include clay, fine sandy silts, sandy
muds and muddy sands. There was only one occurrence of clay found

in the study area.



Table 3. Sediment descriptions of major post-beta unconformity lithofacies.

Lithologic
Unit

Description

Q1
Estuarine organic-rich mud being deposited in the
modern Pamlico River Estuary (three subtypes).

Q2

Organic sediments from peat-forming environments.
The organic matter in the Q2 sediments is composed of
both microscopic and macroscopic particles of wood
and plant material with large roots and logs
common (four subtypes).

Q3
Fine grained sediments that range
from clays to sandy muds and muddy
sands (five subtypes).

Q5
Well sorted clean, fine sand to very poorly
sorted cobbly and granular, very coarse sand;
most common sediment type in the study area
(two subtypes).

Q6

Soils and paleosols; two of the four occurrences
are paleosols and two are subarielly exposed
soils that have poorly developed profiles and
are considered pedologically young

(two subtypes).



Table 4. Sediment descriptions of Q6 lithofacies.

Lithologie
Unit

Description

Q6a Medium light gray to dusky brown to dusky yellow, fine
sandy mud; includes soil in core 7 and a paleosol in core 6.

Q6b
Intense iron oxidation produces color variations of
moderate reddish brown, slightly granular, fine sandy
silt; includes a surface soil in core 8 and a

paleosol in core 7.
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PLATE 6. Transect 1, core 7, 0 to 0.95 m. Medium brown soil (Q6a) which has poorly
developed horizons. Plow zone in the upper 20cm is apparent as a result of lighter
color caused by plow-induced oxidation.
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PLATE 7. Transect 1, core 7, 2.5 to 3.5 m. Pleistocene olive-gray, fossiliferous, muddy
sand (Q7b) is overlain by weathered zone (Q7c), which is truncated by the beta
unconformity. Above the unconformity, a reddish-brown paleosol, (Q6b) is
strongly colored by iron oxidation.



Table 5. Sediment descriptions of Q5 lithofacies.

Lithologie
Unit

Description

Q5a

Pale yellowish orange, medium to very coarse,
crudely cross bedded, slightly arkosic (2 to
9% feldspars), poorly sorted sands and gravels
with abundant pebbles and minor cobbles and
boulders; individual grains occur in a

wide variety of colors from red to orange, brown,
tan, white and green.

Q5b
White to very light gray, cross bedded, slightly arkosic
(2 to 9% feldspars), moderately to very well
sorted, very fine to gravelly sand. If both Q5 sands
occur in the same core, Q5a always occurs below Q5b.
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PLATE 8. Transect 1, core?, 1.77 to 1.92 m. Orange sand (Q5a) with uncharacteristic
well defined grain size laminae. Large feldspar gravels occur along the edges of
photo. Orange sand (05a) can also be seen in PLATES 1 and 22.



PLATE 9. Transect 1, core 2, 1.35 to 2.35 m. White sand (Q5b) in the lower portion of
the core grades upward to blue-gray muddy sand (Q3a). Dark spots in core are
discrete organics, mostly small roots and rootlets. White sand (Q5b) can also be
seen in PLATE 13, 20, 21 and 22.



Table 6. Sediment descriptions for Q3 lithofacies.

Lithologie
Unit

Description

Q3a
Grayish blue-green to pale blue,
very fine sandy muds and muddy very fine sands.

Q3b
Soft, light brownish gray clay with large discrete organic
stems and roots in the upper section.

Q3c

Pale brown, organic-rich version of Q3a
(average organics = 14%. Q3c is a transistional
sediment with gradational boundaries from the
underlying Q3a to the overlying Q2c floodplain
peat environments.

Q3d
Pale purple to pale reddish purple, fine to very
fine sandy silt; occurs only in transect 1, core 8 and
is Pleistocene in age.
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PLATE 10. Transect 2, Core 1, 2.5 to 3. 5 m. This core shows blue-gray, muddy sand
(Q3a) grading upward to brown, organic-rich, sandy mud (Q3c). The Q3a
sediments have been stained orange by atmosheric oxidation of iron. A smail cut
has been made, revealing the blue gray color. Also, notice massive wood at 3 m in
the Q3c sediments. Biue-gray muddy sand (Q3a) can also be seen in PLATE 9 and
22.
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PLATE 11. Transect 1, core 12, 1.6 to 2. 6 m. Photo shows brownish gray clay (Q3b)
containing large roots and stems in the upper sections.
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PLATE 12. Transect 1, core 2, 0.47 to 0.66 m. Organic-rich, sandy mud (Q3c) is shown
containing discrete and disseminated organics. The white specks are aluminum
filings. Organic-rich sandy mud (Q3c) is also shown is PLATE 10.
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PLATE 13. Transect 1, core 8, 1.54 lo 1.6 9 m, Reddish-purple silt {Q3d) is truncated
on its upper surface by the gamma unconformity and overlain by a white sand
(Q5b). Orange sand has been stained by iron oxidation.

✓



The Q2 group contains four peat subtypes (Table 7), some of

which are exhibited in PLATES 14 and 15. Three of the four subtypes

correspond to specific depositional environments, each representing

a distinctive plant community. Each plant community occurs as a

modern environment in the study area.

Ql is a modern estuarine sediment with three subtypes (Table

8) shown in PLATES 16, 17 and 18. Qia represents modern

sedimentation of organic-rich estuarine mud. All cores in the

estuary, except those located directly in mid-channel sands

(Transect 1, cores 3A and 3B, 11A and 11B, and 14) have QIa

sediments situated on a diastemic surface (PLATE 16). Sediments

below this diastemic surface are usually composed of floodplain or

transition-type peats (for a further explanation see section titled

Discussion of Peat Forming Environments). Qlb and Qlc (PLATE 17

and 18) represent organic-and sand-rich transition sediments that

grade from underlying channel sands to the overlying Qia.



Table 7. Sediment descriptions of Q2 lithofacies.

Lithologie
Unit

Description

Q2a
Detrital peat; dusky brown to black; blocky,
noninterlocking texture indicating
erosion and transportation from adjacent shorelines.

Q2b
Marsh peat; medium brown to yellowish brown; very
fibrous, interlocking, nonwoody texture.

Q2c
Swampforest peat; grayish to dusky to
moderate brown; high ash content (average =

47%); occupies the lowest stratigraphic position of
Q2 sediments.

Q2d
Transistion peat; dusky brown; intermediate ash
content (average = 32%); transistional between
swampforest and marsh peats.
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PLATE 14. Transect 1, core 15, 2 to 3 m. This core contains floodplain peat {Q2c) and
peaty mud. It shows the abundant, massive wood, large stems and roots, and high
mineral content which are characteristic of this environment.
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PLATE 15. Transect 1, core 13, 0.4 to 0.8 m. Transistion-type peat (Q2d) showing
moderately smooth, non-woody texture. Small stems are visible, but this peat
lacks the massive wood and roots present in floodplain peats, as in



Table 8. Sediments description of Qi Lithofacies.

Lithologie
Unit

Description

Qla
Olive-brown to black, organic-rich (5 to 25%)
very silty clay.

Q1b
Pale to grayish brown very silty to fine
sandy estuarine mud with abundant detrital
organic laminations. Found only in cores 11 and 14.

Q1c Pale brown, fine to medium sandy organic-rich
estuarine mud. Found only in cores 11 and 14.
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PLATE 16. Transect 1, core 12, .52 to .68m. Silty estuarine mud (Qia) on the left is
unconformably overlying swampforest peat (Q2c) on the right. Excavation of
sediments by modern dredging has produced this "artificial" diastemic surface
which is very similar in appearence to diastemic surfaces typical of this contact.
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PLATE 17. Transect 1, core 14, 1.04 to 1.1 9 m. Very silty, slightly sandy estuarine
mud (Qlb) is shown with abundant detrital organics. Organics are composed of
laminated wood, stems, leaves, seed fragments, and other partially decomposed
organic matter.
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PLATE 18. Transect 1, core 15, .5 to .65m. Estuarine muddy fine sand (bottom) grading
upward to fine sandy mud (top) (Qlc). Small inclusions of small organics appear
black to dark brown. Light-colored lens at .54 cm is a fine to very fine silty sand.



Lithostratigraphy of the Study Area

Two north-south subsurface ransects cross the study area.

Transect 1 (Fig. 8) is located in the eastern portion of the study

area and extends from Sidney Creek north to Runyon Creek (Fig. 6).

Transect 2 (Fig. 9) extends from 1 km northwest of the city of

Chocowinity north to Kennedy Creek. Transect 2" (Fig. 10) is an

abbreviated Transect that branches west from Transect 2 core 1 and

terminates in the Pamlico River.

The lithostratigraphic cross sections (Figs. 8, 9 and 10) were

generated from cores taken along the Transects and represent the

stratigraphic relationships of sedimentary units in the study area.

The lithologies have been grouped into time-stratigraphic packages

(TSP) and are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Stratigraphy of the Study Area as Time-Stratigraphic

Packages

To help resolve the complex stratigraphy of the study area, the

sediments were grouped into time-stratigraphic packages (TSP).

Each TSP is an unconformity-bounded-sedimentary sequence

presumed to represents a sediment response to single sea-level

event. In this context, an ideal "sea-level event" would include a full

transgressive-regressive cycle or some part of a full cycle, such as

the present Holocene sea-level rise. Discussion of the TSP's will
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progress in chronologic order from oldest to youngest.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show time-stratigraphic packages for

Transects 1, 2 and 2", respectively. They are numbered 1 through 5,

from oldest to youngest. TSP's 1 and 2 are Pleistocene in age and

consist of estaurine and marine lithofacies. TSP's 3 and 4 are

Pleistocene fluvial lithofacies, and TSP 5 consist of Holocene

fluvial lithofacies. TSP's will be used to help organize the detailed

lithologic descriptions: to summarize the stratigraphy in Transects

1 (Fig. 8), 2 (Fig. 9), and 2" (Fig.10); and will be the basis for

discussing the geologic history of the study area at the conclusion

of this report. Sea-level events associated with these TSP's are

discussed in the section entitled "Effects of Sea-Level Rise on the

Study Area."

Stratigraphy of Transect 1

Six time-stratigraphic packages can be recognized in of

Transect 1. Figure 11 depicts the stratigraphic relationships of

TSP's in Transect 1. Three important geographic areas which occur

on this Transect are cited in the discussion: Chocowinity Bay,

Whichard's Beach Sand Ridge-east, and Pamlico River-east.

Time Stratigraphic Package 1.

TSP 1 is poorly defined. It consists of lithofacies Q7a, which

is a blueish to light gray, sandy, moldic limestone. Molds are mostly
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of bivalves and gastropods. A short segment (0.1 m) of this

indurated, moldic limestone (Q7a) was retrieved in core 12 at 8. 2 m

below msl. Downcutting by the Tar River channel during the last sea-

level low stand is known to have reached a depth of 9.1 m (Transect

2, boring 8). Scouring in both locations has removed all units

overlying TSP 1 and probably incised the channel into TSP 1, as

inferred in Figures 8 and 11.

Q7a is believed to underlie and therefore pre-date the olive gray,

muddy sand of Q7b and the weathered sediments of Q7c in TSP 2. The

Q7b muddy sand has a maximum recorded depth of 7. 5 m below msl

(core 13) 250 m south of the moldic limestone occurrence in core

12. The presence of a lithofacies containing unleached fossil

material (Q7b) on top of a moldic limestone (Q7a) strongly suggests

the presence of a major sea-level event with development of an

associated weathering profile. Although this contact was not cored,

an unconformity named the Alpha unconformity is interpreted

between these two lithofacies. Where TSP 1 is not overlain by TSP

2, it is overlain by TSP 5 and its upper surface is called the beta

unconformity.

Time Stratigraphic Package 2.

TSP 2 consists of three lithofacies: Q7b, Q7c, and Q7d. The

lower unit (Q7b) is an open estuarine, fossiliferous sandy mud and

muddy sand. In all but three occurrences, the upper portion of this

olive-gray, muddy sand (Q7b) grades into a 0.1 to 1.3 m thick zone of

weathered sediment (Q7c). Q7c is characterized by dissolution of
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calcareous fossil material and decreased clay content. Cores 13, 6,

and 7 contain the thickest weathered zone (Q7c) in the study area (1.

3 m, 1 m and 0.5 m thick, respectively).

In core 8, lithofacies Q7b grades upward into Q7d, which

consists of 1 m of semi-indurated, sandy, highly fragmented and

weathered, calcareous shell hash that represents a lateral

lithofacies. The semi-indurated shell hash is overlain by the beta

unconformity (PLATE 19). Because this facies occupies the highest

elevation of any marine section, the weathering profile should have

been significantly thicker and deeper during development of the beta

unconformity. Erosion of this topographically high area may have

removed the highly
The beta unconformity is regional and separates all underlying

estuarine-marine sediments from overlying fluvial sediments. Under

the Pamlico River, fluvial channel erosion has scoured deeply,

through TSP 2 and into TSP 1. Except for areas where TSP 2 have

been removed, it underlies the entire study area. For a discussion of

the geometry of the beta unconformity (upper surface of TSP 1 and

2), refer to the preceding section "Beta Unconformity."
Time Stratigraphic Packages 3 and 4.

There is no evidence to suggest that Whichard's Beach Sand

Ridge has been inundated by the present Holocene transgression, so

it can be assumed that the sediments that constitute TSP 3 and 4

are at least Pleistocene in age. The only Holocene sediments on the
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PLATE 19. Transect 1, core 8, 2.52 to 2.6 5 m. Photo of the beta unconformity at 2.5 9
m, underlain by the semi-indurated shell hash (Q7d) and overlain by sand (Q5b).
Shell hash is slightly colored by iron staining. Also see PLATEs 1 and 7.
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WBSR are recent peat deposits onlapping onto the flanks of the

topographic high as sea-level rises; these peats belong to TSP 5 and
will be discussed later. On the crest of the WBSR high, sediments

above the beta unconformity in cores 7 and 8 that contain two

fining-upward sequences which suggest deposition during two

separate sea-level cycles.
The older of the two fining-upward sequences is TSP 3, which

overlies the beta unconformity and consists of a basalwhite sand

(Q5b) and purple silt (Q3d). This 1 m-thick sequence begins as a

medium-to-fine grained, well sorted quartz sand (Q5b). The sand

fines upwards into a reddish purple, very fine, slightly sandy silt

(Q3d). The purple silt is sharply truncated at its upper surface and

overlain by medium to coarse white sand (Q5b), which is the bottom

of TSP 4. The contact between the top of purple silt (Q3d) and

bottom of the white sand (Q5b) is interpreted as an unconformity

named the gamma unconformity (Fig. 8 and PLATE 13).

In core 7, TSP 3 is represented by a 0.4 m-thick, ironed-stained

paleosol (Q6b). It is a limonitic, muddy, medium sand (PLATE 7). Due

to the abundance of oxidized iron and the stratigraphic position of

lithofacies Q6a, it is interpreted to be the stratigraphic equivalent

of the purple silt (Q3d) and lower white sand (Q5b) sequence in core

8.

The second fining-upward sequence, TSP 4, is up to 2 m thick and

is dominantly a medium to coarse, moderately well sorted, orange

sand (Q5a) and white sand (Q5b). The orange sand (Q5a), occurs on



the south side of the peninsula (cores 1A,1B and 6) while the white

sand (Q5b) occurs on the north side (core 8); in between (core 7), Q5a

and Q5b are interbedded. Both of these sands grade upward into

slightly granular, fine sandy silt (Q6b) and fine sandy mud (Q6a),
both of which are modern soil. These soils are either a moderate

reddish- brown color with large amounts of oxidized iron (as Q6b in
core 8) or a moderate light-gray to dusky brown to dusky yellow,

completely devoid of oxidized iron stain (as Q6a in core 7). The

modern soils (Q6a and Q6b) are approximately 0.75 m thick and

become a paleosol as they extend below the onlapping Holocene

swampforest peat (Q2c) on the south side of the WBSR. TSP's 3 and 4

are separated from the overlying Holocene deposits by the delta

unconformity.

The oldest fluvial sediment cored (Transect 1, cores 1, 3 and 4 )

are slightly arkosic, poorly sorted, very coarse sands and gravels

(Q5a). Although its time-stratigraphic position is uncertain, it has

been placed in TSP 4 because of supporting evidence presented in the

section entitled "Sediment and Drainage History of Chocowinity Bay-

Porter Junction Area."

The upper surface of the orange sand (Q5a) is in sharp contact

with the granular, medium white sand (Q5b) of TSP 5 (PLATE 20).

These sands are very different in appearance, although not in

mineralogy and their contact is called the "delta unconformity." This

unconformity is a simple contact and displays only a sharp and

distinct change in lithology. No orange sand (Q5a) in present in
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PLATE 20. Transect 1, core 3B, 2.05 to 3.0 m. The delta unconformity is the subtle
contact at 2.8 5 m between the medium white sand {Q5b) above and the coarse
orange sand (QSa) below. Colors in this photo are slightly washed out obscuring
the orange color of Q5a.
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core 2, where the white sand (Q5b) of TSP 5 occurs directly on the

beta unconformity.

Time Statioraohic Package 5.

In Transect 1, TSP 5 has been divided into two areas,

Chocowinity Bay and the Pamlico River-east. They will be discussed

separately.

CHOCOWINITY BAY. The Chocowinity Bay valley-fill sequence is

greater than 4 m thick and consists primarily of inorganic

siliciciastic sediments in the lower section, and organic-rich

siliciclastics in the uppermost sections. Most of the organic and

inorganic sediments were introduced into Chocowinity Bay via

Chocowinity Creek. Deposition occured

principally toward the southern and downstream areas of

Chocowinity Bay, as sediments exited the channel and entered the

low-energy floodplain and estuary (Fig. 4). In this area, both of

Chocowinity Bay, the beta and delta unconformities occur at their

lowest elevation; and thus TSP 5 sediments are thickest. The valley-

fill of TSP 5 above the delta unconformity is dominated by 3 m+ of

white sand (Q5b). In the vicinity of core 2, the white sand (Q5b) is
situated directly on the beta unconformity. The upper boundary of

Q5b is a gradational, fining-upwards contact with muddy fine to

muddy, very fine sand and sandy mud (Q3a). In the channel, clean

sands grade upward to organic-rich fine sand and then conformably

to fine sandy organic-rich estuarine mud (Q1c).



Modem peat deposits occur along both shorelines. However,

within Chocowinity Bay only cores lA and IB, (taken at the same

location) contain in situ peat (Q2c). The remainder of the organic-

rich sediments cored in Chocowinity Bay consist of reworked

detrital organic matter that is highly fragmented and dispersed

within mineral sediments. In Chocowinity Bay the organic content

averages 51% and does not exceed 67%. The modern swampforest,

adjacent to core 5, contains an active eroding shoreline of

swampforest peats (Q2c) that is 1 to 1. 5 m thick. Auger site 18,

near Crawford Creek (Fig. 6), penetrated 3 m-i- of marsh (Q2b) and

swampforest peat (Q2c).

Estuarine muds (QIa and Qlc), the modern sediments presently

being deposited in Chocowinity Bay, occur in all cores in the bay. A

maximum thickness of 35 cm was recorded in the channel (core 2).
PAMLICO RIVER ESTUARY. One of the most striking morphologic

features in the stratigraphic cross section of transect 1 (Fig. 8) is

the deep channel in the center of the river. This represents a dredged

rather than natural channel. The natural channel probably lies just to

the north of the dredged channel adjacent to Grandpap Island, as is

evidenced by the coarse-grained deposits found in cores 11 A, 11B

and 14. Hereafter the term "channel" will refer to the depositional

channel penetrated by cores 11 and 14, and the modern channel will
be referred to as the "dredged channel."

Based on an 1871 U.S. Coastal Survey bathmetric map of the

Pamlico River, the deepest water along Transect 1 of this study was



2.7 m between cores 12 and 13. In 1871, the water depth at the

location of core 12 was about 1.8 m compared to its present 4.7 m.

Therefore, it is assumed that modern dredging has removed the upper

2. 9 m of sediment.

The Pleistocene stratigraphy on the WBSR, including all of TSP's

2 through 4, has been truncated by Tar River erosion prior deposition

of to TSP 5. Consequently, all post-beta unconformity sediments

within the present Pamlico River Estuary north of the WBSR are

interpreted to be part of TSP 5, representing the Holocene

transgression. These Holocene sediments contrast with sediments on

the WBSR, which are composed of TSP 2 through 4 and are

Pleistocene in age, except for onlapping Holocene peat deposits.

Geometry of the sand units in the Pamlico River-east section are

not well understood due to the lack of cores that penetrate complete

sections. The beta unconformity was penetrated only in cores 12 and

13 which contained about 1 m of sand (orange Q5a and white Q5b,

respectively) above the unconformity (Fig. 8). Core 15, north of the

channel, penetrated white sand (Q5b) but did not reach the

unconformity.

In the channel, cores 11 and 14 penetrated only the upper 1.5 m

of the orange channel sand (Q5a). Boring b-8, located in the

depositional channel of Transect 2, recorded 9.1 m of coarse orange

sand (Q5a) that extended from the surface down to the beta

unconformity. Based upon b-8, Q5a sands in core 11 and 14 are

interpreted to be continuous to the beta unconformity. This



interpretation is valid if (1) there was a relatively continuous sand

discharge during the Holocene, and (2) there is minimum lateral

shift in the location of the channel, as is suggested by cores 12 and

15, which are immediately adjacent to the channel sands (Fig. 8).
Even though the data are sparse within the Pamlico River, no direct

evidence of major channel migrations have been found.

All cores not located in the Pamlico River channel generally

reflect one fining-upwards depositional sequence (Fig. 8). The

sediments grade systematically from the basal channel sand facies

(Q5), into fine grained muddy sand facies (Q3), peat facies (Q2), and

culminate in the organic-rich estaurine mud facies (Q1). Although

most of the sediments grade out of basal sand facies into finer

sequences, channel deposits appear to be laterally restricted

through time, which suggests that channel migration was not an

important process.

Fine-grained sediments of facies Q3b and Q3c in cores 12 and

15 adjacent to the channel are light to medium brownish-gray,

whereas similar sediments away from the channel in cores 9 and 13

contain only Q3c and a medium blueish-gray colored, muddy sand

(Q3a). The brown tint in Q3b and Q3c probably reflect 2 to 3%
disseminated organic matter.

In core 12, Q3b is a very soft, light brownish-gray clay with a

smooth, wet appearance. This clay contains numerous stems or roots

that average 1 to 2 cm in diameter and 3 to 7 cm in length. Q3b

grades downward into a firmer and coarser, slightly granular
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medium sandy mud (Q3c), that still retains the light to medium

brownish-gray color.

Peat deposits (Q2 facies) 2 to 3 m thick are continuous across

the Pamlico River, except in the channel area where the depositional

environment was not appropriate for peat formation. The lower

portion of the peat was deposited in swampforest environments

(Q2c). As flooding continued, the swampforest migrated laterally

onto the mainland on both the north and south shores. As sea-level

rose, it began to drown the lower portion of the swampforest,

depositing a swampforest-marsh transitional peat facies (Q2d).

Shoreface erosion produced the detrital peat material which

accumulates as facies Q2a. Peat deposition is presently occurring on

the flanks of the Whichard's Beach Peninsula associated with the

modern swampforest (Fig. 8). In the Pamlico River section of

Transect 1, swampforest peats occur at a maximum depth of 5. 5 m

below msl in core 12. Otte (1984) documented peat up to 7 m thick

in northern portions of the Whichard's Beach Peninsula adjacent to

Highway 17.

Deposition of estuarine mud (Qia) occurs everywhere along

Transect 1 in the Pamlico River and is inferred to reach a maximum

thickness of 0.5 m north of core 11 and Grandpap Island. In cores 11

and 14, this surface, mud grades downward, first into a mud

containing abundant detrital organic fragments (Qlb) and then into

sandy mud and fine muddy sand to sandy mud (Qlc). These sediments
form a transitional and conformable sequence that grades from the



underlying coarse channel sand to the overlying recent estuarine

mud. This upward decrease in grain size reflects a sediment

response to decreasing hydraulic energy in the channel as a result of

base level rise.



stratigraphy of Transect 2 and 2"

Transect 2 (Fig. 6) extends from I km northwest of the town of

Chocowinity, northward across the Pamlico River to the mouth of

Kennedy Creek, west of Washington (Fig. 2 ). Transect 2" (Fig. 6) is a

short Transect into the Pamlico River which begins at Transects 2,

core 2 and includes cores 4 and 6. The stratigraphy of Transect 2

(Fig. 10) and 2" (Fig. 12) reflect four time-stratigraphic packages:

TSP's 1, 2, 4, and 5 (figs. 12 and 13). Three different geographic

areas will be discussed: the Porter Junction Swamp, Whichard's

Beach Sand Ridge-west, and the Pamlico River-west.

Much of the data in Transect 2, particularly the WBSR and

Pamlico River-west sections, were interpreted from reports by S&M

Engineers (1973) done for the city of Washington: thus, sediment

descriptions are by others. Differentiating the subunits was not

possible; however the beta unconformity and many major lithologic
units were discernible with a high degree of confidence. Three cores

were taken by the author in the Pamlico River-west section, but

none occur north of the Pamlico River thalweg. Thus, the model of

sedimentation in this section is simplistic and additional coring

would certainly reveal more complex geology. Six sites in the Porter

Junction area were bored with a soil auger to an average depth of 3.5

m in order to supplement the core data.
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Time Stratigraphic Package 1.

Transect 2", core 4 (Fig 13), lOO m north of the south shore of

the Pamlico River, contained a gray moldic limestone (Q7a) at a

depth of 7.9 5 m below msl. This sediment was similar to that found

in Transect 1, core 12 at a depth of 8. 2 m. Because of their similar

lithology and elevation, these moldic limestones are believed to

represent the same stratigraphic unit and therefore pre-date other

Q7 facies which were cored at numerous lesser depths in the study

area.

Time Stratigraphic Package 2.

The upper surface of TSP 2 is truncated by the beta

unconformity. In Transect 2, only Q7c sediments, characterized by
leached and weathered shell material, were cored from below the

beta unconformity. Since facies Q7c is a weathered section of the

olive-gray shelly, muddy sand (Q7b), it is probable that with the

exception of the channel thalweg, all of Transect 2 is underlain by a

olive-gray muddy sand {Q7b). Geometry of the upper surface of TSP

2, the beta unconformity, is discussed in the section titled "Beta

Unconformity."

Time Stratigraphic Package 4.

Post-beta unconformity Pleistocene sediments within the

WBSR were not cored in this study, interpretation of the geology

within the WBSR was made from a boring log (b-39) acquired from

an S&M Engineers report (1973), in combination with observations

made at B. Singleton and Sons sand mine.



The geology of the WBSR on Transect 2 consists of about 1.2 m

of coarse, orange sand (probably Q5a), above the beta unconformity.

Q5a is overlain by about 1. 2 m of gray to brown, medium sandy, silty

mud (probably Q3a) and about 1 m modern soil at the surface.
Sediments in the area of the sand mine are composed of up to 7 m of

coarse orange sand (Q5a) and white sand (Q5b) and grade up to light

brown to light gray, sandy muddy soils (Q6a) near the surface.

WBSR-west is believed to be part of TSP 4. The sediments in

this area are very similar in appearance to those of TSP 4 in

Transect 1 which contain mostly orange sand (Q5a) and light gray to

light brown, fine-grained sediments (Q6a). In contrast, TSP 3 in

Transect 1 is characterized by the gamma unconformity, and the

reddish-purple silt (Q3d). Indications of the gamma unconformity

and vivid color associated with TSP 3 were not noted on the log of

b-39, nor were they observed in the sand mine by the author.

Operators at the sand mine, who have excavated large volumes of

materials from the WBSR, said that no brightly colored material has

ever been dredged from the mine.

Most of the sand on the ridge appears to be part of the orange

sand facies (Q5a), but significant volumes of white sand (Q5b) are

commonly dredged from the B. Singleton sand mine (Fig. 2). This

interbedded occurence demonstrates that, similar to Transect 1,

portions of the WBSR-west section are dominated by the white sand
facies (Q5b). The thickest accumulation of sand (Q5a and Q5b) on the
WBSR was 9.5 m at the Singleton sand mine.
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Time Stratigraphic Packages 5.

TSP 5 accumulated in two distinct regions: the Porter Junction

Swamp and the Pamlico River (Fig. 4).

PORTER JUNCTION SWAMP. With the exception of core 3, all

data sites in the Porter Junction Swamp displayed the same basic

sequence of sediments. Medium to fine white sand (Q5b) above the

beta unconformity grades upward into pale blue, muddy sand (Q3a),
followed by brown, muddy sand (Q3c) capped by swampforest peats

(Q2c). These peats average 2. 5 m in thickness. The thin basal sand

and mud portions of the section generally average 1 m in thickness.

However, adjacent to the southern floodplain terrace the basal sand

(Q5b) and sandy mud (Q3a) facies thicken in response to deposition
from local terrace drainage. This drainage transports sand from the

terrace uplands onto the floodplain. Terrace streams have probably

deposited sand from initial post-beta unconformity times through

the present. At the foot of the terrace, in the vicinity of small

terrace streams, white sand (Q5b) can be found in active transport

and as deposits which resemble rudimentary alluvial fans.

Core 3 penetrated a 6. 3 m thick bed of slightly granular medium

sand to granular/pebbly, very coarse sand (Q5a) which extends from

the unconformity nearly to the surface. This clean sand unit grades

upwards into swampforest peat approximately 0.5 m below the
surface. No other occurrences of Q5a sand were encountered in the

Porter Junction Swamp area. Interpretation of this sand is discussed
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in the section titled "Sediment and Drainage History of Chocowinity

Bay-Porter Junction Swamp."

PAMLICO RIVER. Under the modern swampforest south of

Pamlico River, a lateraliy continuous bed of medium to coarse, often

gravelly sand (Q5) overlies the beta unconformity. The combined

thickness of the blue and brown muddy sands (Q3a and Q3c)
increases northward from 0.9 m next to the WBSR (core 2) to 2 m at

core 1, and has an inferred thickness of over 3 m next to the

Pamlico River channel (b-6). The greater thickness of Q3a and Q3c at

b-6 is consistent with their interpretation as overbank deposits,

which should be thickest adjacent to the channel.

Swampforest peats (Q2c) average 3 m thick in the Pamlico River

section and are laterally continuous between the WBSR and the

Pamlico River. These sediments average 57% organic matter and

grade laterally from an average of 47% organic matter closest to the

channel (core 4) to an average of 77% organic matter furthest from

the channel (core 2). Marsh, transitional and swampforest peats are

also forming in their respective modern environments north of the

river, although no samples were taken in these deposits.
To the west, in Transect 2" (Fig. 10), peat deposits (Q2c) in core

4 are over 6 m thick. A thin layer (0.10 m) of poorly sorted, pebbly,

granular, coarse sand (Q5a) occurs above the beta unconformity,

overlain by coarse white sand (Q5b) of similar thickness. This sand

quickly grades into a sandy swampforest peat facies (Q2c) which
continues uninterrupted to the surface, where it has been truncated
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by shoreface erosion. The organic content of this peat increases

from about 20% in the basal deposits to 64% in the uppermost

sections.



DISCUSSION

Sea-level Fluctuations

Applicability and Nature of Sea-level Curves.

Historically, coastal researchers have had difficulty

forming a consensus on the timing, magnitudes, and

frequencies of Quaternary sea-level events. Bloom (1967),
Walcott (1972), Clark et. al. (1978), and Clark (1980)
determined that the earth is not rigid. Volumetric increases

in the oceans from déglaciation would cause a non-uniform,

sea-level rise by differentially deforming the ocean floor,

redistributing mass within the earth and distorting the geoid.

Deep sea oxygen isotope data (Shackleton and Opdyke,

1973, 1976; Zimmerman et. al., 1986) have clearly shown the

cyclic nature of volumetric flux within the ocean basins

because of glaciation. Yet, Newman et al. (1981) evaluated

several thousand radiocarbon dates and found that ice volume

could not be correlated to sea level because the geoid was

unstable as a result of a change in the redistribution of mass

in the earth during the last 12,000 years (Cronin, 1987). Also,

Newman et al.(1980) performed extensive analysis of leveling

data from the eastern U.S., concluding that glacio-isostatic

rebound does not by itself account for observed patterns of

isostatic adjustment. Other variables that may
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simultaneously be affecting the local sea-level curves are

sediment loading and offloading, hydro-isostasy, tectonic

isostasy, thermal contraction and expansion of crustal plates,

and tectonic adjustments.

At the 1980 International Geologic Congress, IGCP 61

revised its objectives to "define the history of local or

regional sea level" rather than to attempt "to define a globally

valid sea-level curve" (Tooley, 1987). It is, therefore,

unrealistic to use the classic concept of eustasy in an

attempt to derive a globally applicable sea-level curve;

instead, investigators must work with regional or local

curves.

Cronin (1987) stated that the U.S. east coast generally

follows the Shepard (1963) curve more closely than the

Fairbridge (1961) curve. However, Colquhoun et al. (1981) and

DePratter and Howard (1981) presented archaeological data

from southeast U.S. which suggest that Holocene sea-level

rise probably fluctuated with a high frequency similar to that

proposed by the Fairbridge curve (Cronin, 1987).

in an area such as eastern North Carolina, there could be

three different sea-level curves corresponding to the

different geologic regimes. These three geologically distinct

areas are the Ablemarle Embayment from Chesapeake Bay to

Cape Lookout, Cape Lookout to Cape Fear, and Cape Fear to

Charleston, S.C. (S.R. Riggs, personal communication, 1987).
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There is a general agreement that Holocene sea level is

rising and that it is decelerating in the rate of rise with time.

However, the exact pattern of rise is much debated.

Dominguez et al. (1987), Martin et al. (1985), and others have

recently presented data indicating that the rate of Holocene

sea-level rise is gradually decelerating, but with high

frequency sea-level oscillations superimposed upon this rate.

Two or more recent high-frequency sea-level oscillations

have been recognized on the Brazilian coast (Fig. 14). These

oscillations occurred as highstand at about 5,200 YBP and

3,700 to 3,000 YBP. Lowstands occur at 4,100 to 3,800 YBP,

and at 2,800 to 2,600 YBP. These fluctuations had 1- to 2-m

amplitudes and were 200 to 400 years in duration. Morner

(1980) generated a curve for Northwest Europe (Fig. 14)

showing eight high-frequency sea-level fluctuations in the

past 5,000 years with amplitudes of 1 to 2 m. Van de Plassche

(1982) generated similar curves for the Netherlands (Fig. 14),

showing up to five different high-frequency fluctuations, but

explained them as sea-level still stands. Colquhoun (1981)

and DePratter and Howard (1981) presented archaeological

and geological evidence that indicates at least one 1.5 to 4.0

m sea-level regression within the late Holocene transgression

in the southeastern U.S. between 3,000 and 2,400 YBP.
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The Effects of Sea-level Fluctuations in the Study Area.

Development of unconformities in the study area

Four different unconformities occur within the study

area. The first three, alpha, beta, and gamma, occur under the

Whichard's Beach Sand Ridge.

1) The alpha unconformity separates the underlying

moldic limestone from the overlying olive-gray, shelly clayey

sands of TSP 2. It is Pleistocene in age and is interpreted to

represent a significant sea-level lowstand.

2) The beta unconformity underlies the entire study area

and is depicted on a structure contour map in figure 7. It

represents the boundary between shelly Pleistocene units

deposited in shallow marine and estuarine environment (TSP 1

and 2) and overlying nonshelly Pleistocene and Holocene units

deposited in estuarine and fluvial environments (TSP 3, 4, and

5, PLATES 1, 7, and 19). Erosion on the beta unconformity was

caused by fluvial scouring and downcutting during multiple

fluvial episodes of Pleistocene sea-level lowstands; it is an

erosional surface that was active at different times.3)The gamma unconformity separates two fining

upward fluvial sequences, each characterized by paleosols. It

separates the underlying purple silt (Q3d) and iron stained

paleosol (Q6b) of TSP 3 from the overlying white sand (Q5b)
of TSP 4 (PLATE 13) and is interpreted to represent a sea-

level lowstand.
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4) The delta unconformity is located on the flanks of

the WBSR and is equal to the modern land surface on the

WBSR. It separates underlying Pleistocene fluvial deposits of

TSPs 3 and 4 from onlapping Holocene fluvial deposits of TSP

5 (PLATE 20). It is also coincident with parts of the beta

unconformity and separates Pleistocene marine and estuarine

deposits of TSP 1 and TSP 2 from Holocene sediments of TSP

5 within Chocowinity Bay and Pamlico River.

Stacked Pleistocene events under the WBSR.

Sediment responses to sea-level events in the study

area have produced a series of stacked, unconformity-bounded

and often, fining-upward depositional sequences. Evidence for

four separate Pleistocene sedimentation events and

corresponding unconformities, represented by TSP's 1-4,

occur under the Whichard's Beach Sand Ridge and the Pamlico

River sections (Fig. 15). Each time-stratigraphic package

appears to represent a distinct sea-level event. In the

discussion below, description of the sediments will be

presented first, and sea-level interpretation will follow.

The lowermost package, TSP 1, is a light gray, moldic

limestone (Q7a) that occurs at depths of 8. 2 m (Transect 1

core 12) and 7.92 m (Transect 2, core 4) under the Pamlico

River. TSP 1 is interpreted to underlie and therefore pre-date

TSP 2. The lowest elevation at which the TSP 2 facies occurs

is 7. 5 m below msl (core 13). Since TSP 1 and TSP 2 do not
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Figure 15. Lithology of stacked sea-level events under the WBSR.
This profile is located on transect 1 (Fig. 8).
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occur together in the same core, their exact relationship has

not been documented.

Sediments representing the Pleistocene TSP 2 event are

preserved throughout the study area, except where removed by

erosion under the Pamlico River Channel. TSP 2 facies are

shallow marine or open estuarine fossiliferous sandy clay to

clayey sand (Q7b) and shell hash (Q7d). They are commonly

capped by a 10 cm-thick weathered zone (Q7c), that is

characterized by dissolution of calcareous fossil material and

reduction in clay content. The weathered zone is indicative of

a hiatal surface and has been labeled beta unconformity. TSP 2

is truncated by the beta unconformity and has the highest
elevation of any unit below this unconformity.

TSP 2 is unconformably overlain by TSP 3, a 1 m thick

fining upward sequence of fluvial sediments; white sand of

Q5b grades upwards into a very fine sandy, clayey silt of Q3d.

The upper portion contains prominent iron oxide coloration

that is interpreted to represent a soil profile. Q3d is

truncated by the gamma unconformity. TSP 4 represents

another fining-upward sequence of fluvial sediments. This

unit grades from white sand (Q5b) upward into fine sandy

muds (Q5a) and granular fine sandy silts which contain the

modern soil (Q6b) and land surface.

Each of these four sediment packages and corresponding

unconformities, two marine-estuarine and two fining upward
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fluvial sequences, are interpreted to represent preserved

portions of four sea-level events. The indurated moldic

limestone of TSP 1 (Q7a), suggests deposition in an open

marine environment followed by a major lowstand period of

subaeriai exposure characterized by sediment induration and

subsequent leaching of the fossils.
TSP 2 was deposited in an open coastal embayment to

estuarine environment, as evidenced by numerous specimens

of Ostrea and Mercenaria. The fragmented fossil shell hash of

facies Q7d suggests a higher energy depositional environment

than does the olive-gray, muddy sand of facies Q7b. The

deposition of Q7b was followed by a major drop in sea level

associated with an episode of subaerial exposure and leaching

to produce the weathered zone (Q7c) in the upper portions of

TSP 2. TSP 2 is truncated by the beta unconformity which

represents this major sea-level lowstand.

TSP 3 and TSP 4 consist of two fining-upward sequences

which grade from fluvial white sands into sandy silts and

muds.The upper portions of both of these sequences contain

pédologie characteristics interpreted to have developed

during subaerial exposure. TSP 3 is truncated by the gamma

unconformity, while TSP 4 culminates in a modern soil (Q6a)

that is equivalent to the delta unconformity. These two fining

upward sequences are sediment responses to one of two

possible geologic scenarios. 1) They could reflect two sea-
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level events with a segment of fluvial record preserved for

each event; or 2) they could represent one transgressive

sequence with the gamma unconformity being caused by

channel migration and erosion into the lower Q3d deposits. In

either case there was no apparent estuarine flooding and the

maximum level of rise was not as high as the present

Holocene sea level.

Senerio 1 is favored the basis of on several lines of

evidence. In the lower fining upward sequence, the reddish-

purple, clayey silt (Q3d) contains kaolinite, smectite, and

illite while the moderate reddish-brown clay soil zone (Q6a)

of the upper sequence contains kaolinite, vermiculite, and a

trace of smectite. If both of these sequences were from the

same transgressive cycle, but were caused only by migration
of the channel and consequently separated by minimal

geologic time, the fine-grained sediments should have similar

color and mineralogy. Also, the presence of intense iron

staining in the upper portion of TSP 3 strongly suggests

pédologie characteristics associated with subaerial exposure.

An analogous situation with two fining-upward sequences

occurs within the TSP 5 sequence in Chocowinity Bay

(Transect 1, cores 3A & B). Both sequences grade upward from
white sand (Q5b) to light blush gray, clayey sand (Q3a) that

contain similar suites of kaolinite, smectite, and illite as the

principal clay minerals. Channel migration is interpreted to
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have eroded into adjacent and pre-existing overbank deposits

(Fig. 16). This is evidenced by the general geometry of the

units, the occurrence of a pronounced diastemic surface in

core 3B (PLATE 21) and that cores 3, 4 and 5 are located in

Sidney Creek channel.

In conclusion, the two fining-upward sequences in

Chocowinity Bay are interpreted to represent channel

migration during one sea-level event during TSP 5, Whereas

the two fining upward cycles on WBSR represent two separate

sea-level events that are labeled as TSP 3 and TSP 4.

Flooding and Deposition of Pleistocene-Holocene

Infill Sequence.

The most recent sea-level event is evidenced by overall

fining-upward character of the Holocene infill. These units

have depositional geometries resulting from an aggrading
fluvial system. Aggradation was caused by sea-level rise and

flooding, superimposed on erosional geometries incised into

the underlying estuarine-marine units during preceding sea-

level lowstands. This sequence ranges from 0 to 8 m+ thick

and is characterized by basal channel deposits (Q5) composed

of clean, gravelly to coarse sands and sandy gravels. The

channel deposits grade upward into fine, clayey sands and

sandy clay (Q3a) interpreted to be overbank deposits (Fig. 16).

The Q3a sediments grade upward into organic-rich (6 to 8%),
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Figure 16. Lithologic patterns resulting from channel migration in Chocowinity Bay. Channel
sands (Q5b) migrated from left to right with rise in sea-level, truncating the 1st fining
upward cycle and producing the diastemic surface between the first and second cycles.
This profile is located on Transect 1 (Fig. 8).
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PLATE 21. Transect 1, core 3B, 1.48 to 1.6 2 m. Diastemic surface at
approximately 1.53 m caused by channel meander. Lower sediments are
blue-gray clayey sand (Q3a), overlain by white sand (Q5b). This is one
of the few unconformable (diastemic) surfaces in TSP 5.



brown, clayey sands (Q3c) interpreted to be overbank-

swampforest transitional sediments which grade into

freshwater swampforest peat (Q2c) deposits.

Swampforest peaty sediments may grade laterally into

transitional and brackish water marsh peats. At some point in

the flooding process, depending upon such factors as the rate

of relative sea-level rise, sediment influx, resistance of

substrate and wave energy, shoreface erosion will remove a

portion of the upper sediment section producing a diastemic

surface. This surface will probably be overlain by small

amounts of detrital peat (Q2a) and modern organic-rich

estuarine muds (Q1a).

This basic lithostratigraphy characterizes the last sea-

level transgression sequence throughout the Tar-Pamlico

River and Chocowinity Bay drainage system. It is interpreted

to represent progressive flooding of the Tar River and

associated drainages during the latest Pleistocene and

Holocene sea-level rise during the past 18,000 years.

Holocene Sea-level Rise and Sediment Accumulation

Rates

Figure 17 compares four "sea-level" curves for eastern

North Carolina. Benton (1980) and O'Connor and Riggs (1974)

generated curves for the Roanoke Island, N.C. area. The curve

by Riggs et al. is a regional curve based on 22 ages from

widely spaced samples using a combination of tree roots,
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peat, organic mud, and oyster shells; this resulted in a mean

rate of sediment accumulation of 1.4 mm/yr. The curve by

Benton utilizes peat dates from a salt marsh on the other end

of Roanoke Island. It yielded a mean rate of deposition of 1.1

mm/yr. Riggs et al. (1989) generated a curve from a single

core in Blount's Bay, 12 km east of the present study area for

this thesis. This curve has a date on basal swampforest peat

and three dates on estuarine organic-rich mud. The mean rate

of accumulation on this curve is 0.61 mm/yr. with a range of

0.45 to 0.70 mm/yr.

The Tar-Pamlico curve (Fig. 17) from Washington, N.C. was

generated by this study. It is based on dates two peat samples

from core 4 (Transect 2) at depths of 7.7 and 3.3 m below msl.

The peats used were from basal organic accumulation and an

in situ freshwater, swampforest deposit. They yielded dates

of 9867 +/- 83 YBP and 3568 +/- 65 YBP, respectively. After

compensating for compaction during coring, and the depth

below sea-level, this represents accumulation rates of 0.92

mm/yr for the upper segment of the curve, 0.70 mm/yr for the

lower segment, and a mean accumulation rate of 0.78 mm/yr.

This curve represents a rate of peat accumulation rather than
the rate of sea-level rise and only reflect sea level if the

elevation of the swampforest was at or near sea level during

the complete history of peat deposition.



Thousand YBP

$ Roanoke Island, NC (Benton,1 980)
■ ■ Roanoke Island, NC (Riggs, 1973)
□ QTar-Pamlico River, NC (this study )
• «Blount's Bay, NC (Riggs et al.,1989)

Figure 17. Holocene sea-level curves from eastern North Carolina.
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All curves are in general agreement regarding the rate of

sea-level rise for the last 4,000 years. Before that time there

is divergence between the Tar-Pamlico and the Roanoke Island

curves (Fig. 17). The difference is interpreted to reflect the

elevation of the Tar-Pamlico peat deposition above msl,

assuming uniform and equal rates of sediment compaction. For

example, at 6,000 YBP sea level was -8 m in the Roanoke

Island area, while the Tar River at Washington had an

elevation of 5 m below present msl; thus, the swampforest

elevation at Washington was at least 3 m higher than the

6,000 YBP sea level. Maximum ages of organic-rich mud from

the Roanoke Island, Blount's Bay, and Washington N.C. indicate

that estuarine flooding has occurred progressively starting in

the Roanoke Island area sometime after 10,000 YBP, in the

Blount's Bay area between 3,500 and 2,800 YBP, with modern

flooding in the study area. Flooding probably began in the

eastern study area between 1,000 and 2,000 YBP with present

flooding in the western portion. The sediment accumulation

rates for the last 4,000 years suggest a mean rate of sea-

level rise of 0. 8 mm/yr or 8cm/century for the upper Pamlico

River Estuary.



Discussion of Orange Sand (Q5a) and White Sand (Q5b) Units

Orange sand similar to the Q5a facies has been described on

the Tar River floodplain and interpreted to be relict, braided channel

deposits (Maddry, 1979; Dubar, et al., 1974; Monrad, 1972). These

surficial deposits exhibit braided topography (Fig. 18) consisting of

parallel to subparallel ridge and swale morphology oriented with the

long axis approximately parallel to the channel. Topographic

quadrangle and soil survey maps of the Tar River floodplain show

this morphology.

Monrad (1972) concluded that between 5,000 and 18,000 years

ago the Pee Dee River developed similar braided channel deposits.

Dubar et al. (1974) concluded that similar deposits on the Lumber,

Waccamaw, and Pee Dee Rivers were deposited between 36,000 and

17,000 years ago and had a maximum thickness of 10 m. Crissman

(1973) recognized similar sands in the Neuse River, but concluded

that they were deposited about 5,000 YBP by lateral accretion in a

meandering fluvial system with greater discharge than presently

occurs. Crissman was probably observing reworked braided channel

deposits excavated by subsequent river meanders and is consistent

with those of Monrad (1972) and Dubar et al. (1974). Upstream

from the study area, the relict braided channel deposits are

presently being reworked into the modern fluvial system and are

part of the modern channel bedload of the Tar River. Poorly

developed braided topography is also exhibited within the study area.
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Figure 18. Elevation differences, associated with topography in the
Tar River floodplain between Greenville and the study area,
reflect the variation in both soil and vegetation. These
topographic highs, interpreted by Maddry (1975) to be relict
braided channel deposits (from USGS Grimesland, NC
Orthophoto Quadrangle).
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Contours and the general distributions of upland surfaces on the

WBSR have been interpreted to represent crude ridge and swale

morphology (Fig. 3).

Orange sand (Q5a) occurs thoughout the study area, usually,

immediately above the beta unconformity and is the primary

component of the WBSR. PLATE 22 shows a core through these

deposits displaying clean, coarse grained, horizontal and angular

cross bedding that is interpeted to be braided channel deposits.

Braided deposition in the study area cannot be dated

definitively, but evidence suggests formation during the most recent

sea-level lowstand. A minimum age for the braided channel deposits

in the study area can be deduced with moderate certainty. Transect 2

core 4 contained 9867-year-old peat immediately above the beta

unconformity, which indicates that the braided deposits had already

been deposited and eroded before this time. The absence of any

recognizable braided deposition below the Pamlico River supports

this conclusion.

Conditions conducive to braided channel development on the

Tar River are most likely to have occurred during sea-level

lowstands. Experimental data suggest that steep gradients abundant

sediment input and minimum vegetation cover are necessary for the

formation of braided regimes. Research by Leopold et al. (1964),

Leopold and Wolman (1957), Lane (1957), Ackers and Charlton (1971)
and Schumm and Khan (1972) indicate that braided systems develop

at a minimum gradient of about 0.006 m/m to
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PLATE 22. Transect 1, core 7, 1.6 to 2. 6 m. Cross bedding interpeted to be braided
channel sands, with white sand (lower, Q5b) interbedded with orange sand
(upper, Q5a).
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0.01 m/m. During sea-level lowstands, the Tar River would have an

estimated maximum gradient (175 km to base level and 150 m below

present msl) of only 0.0008. Gradients of natural braided streams,

with high discharges however, have been shown to be as low as

0.0002 (Leopold et al. 1964). Hence, braiding is controlled by an

extensive array of variables of which gradient is just one. If the Tar

River were to have a braided configuration it would require a

gradient attainable only during sea-level lowstand.

An abundant sediment supply has also been shown to be

important to braided stream formation. From the fossil pollen record

Dalcourt (1985) and Delcourt and Delcourt (1981) reconstructed

plant paleoecology for the glacial maximum at 18,000 YBP. Alpine

tundra conditions were present along the ridge of the Appalachians

as for south as the Great Smokey Mountains. Boreal forests of Jack

Pine-Spruce covered most of the Tar River drainage basin, as well as

most of the northeast United States. Cool, wet periglacial conditions

accompanied by low évapotranspiration rates may have increased

runoff and stream discharge. Boreal conditions in the Tar River basin

may have also increased rates of sediment erosion and input,

contributing to braided stream development. Climate changes during

the glacial maximum may have altered most interdependent
variables (Leopold et al., 1964) (i.e., physical, hydrologic,

vegetational, precipitation, sediment weathering) such that the need
to change variables such as slope and sediment input was minimized.
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Maddry (1979) believed that the orange sand (Q5a) is

restricted to the Tar River and its floodplain. All along the Tar River

floodplain there are sand dredging operations that mine orange sand

(Q5b). Cobbles and boulders with diameters up to 0.5 m are

commonly dredged from these pits. Ten meters of coarse, gravelly

sand {Q5a) occurred at the pre-mining location of B. Singleton and

Sons sand mine. A total of 13 boulders and cobbles from 7 cm to 31

cm in maximum dimension were collected from the mine site; these

were dredged from the lower portion of the orange sand (Q5a). Of

these rocks, 10 were from the Eastern Slate Belt and 3 were from

the Raleigh Belt; and included meta-rhyolite, meta-gabbro, vein

quartz, triassic diabase, meta-diabase tuff, meta-mudstone and

migmatitic gneiss (David P. Lawrence, personal communication,

1989). Approximately 10 of the rocks had very fresh and/or highly

angular surfaces suggesting possible ice or root rafting.

Lawrence identified rocks from orange sand units as Piedmont

in origin. In contrast, the white sand (Q5b) is believed to have been

derived from local weathering and erosion of underlying marine-

estuarine units (Q7b) such as the Yorktown formation and other

similar in the study area. The only source of well sorted, fine to

medium grained, white sands in the study area is marine-estuarine
units. This sand is the only sand observed by the author above the

terrace or being transported in terrace draining streams.
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Discussion of Blue and Brown Muddy Sands (Q3a and Q3c)
and Brownish-Gray Clay (Q3b)

The Q3 units typically are massively bedded, very fine sandy

mud to muddy fine sand. The blue and brown muddy sands (Q3a and

Q3c) are interpreted to be floodplain overbank deposits. Q3a has a

pale to medium bluish-gray color and contains less than 1% discrete

in situ roots and rootlets. Q3c has a pale brown to brownish-black

color and contains an average of 6 to 8% organic matter. This organic

matter occurs mostly as disseminated microscopic particles with

abundant macroscopic stems and roots that appear to be in situ from

the overlying swampforest peat deposits.
Eckard (1986) described analogous overbank-floodplain deposits

on the upper delta of the Santee River, South Carolina. These

deposits were "pale to deep medium bluish-gray color structureless

units composed of mixed silty and sandy clay" with "silt and clay

content usually greater than 50%." He also stated that these units

had an "upper contact with the freshwater swamp facies that was

gradational over 20 to 30 cm." In the Tar-Pamlico River area, the

gradational upper contact is recognized as a lithofacies unit of

brown clayey sand ranges from 30 to 70cm thick and is designated

as Q3c.

Walther's Law states that "in a given sedimentary cycle, the

same succession of facies that occurs laterally should occur

vertically" (AGI, 1980). The blue and brown clayey sand (Q3a and
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Q3c) sediments represent conformable deposits that are within a

continuous fining-upward sequence that grade from underlying

coarse sand channel deposits (Q5) into overlying freshwater peat

swampforest deposits (Q2). Thus, stratigraphic position within this

sequence suggests that Q3a and Q3c are overbank floodplain facies.

The depositional environment represented by the organic-rich,

brown, clayey sand (Q3c) reflects transition from a subaerially

exposed overbank environment (Q3a) to a more regularly flooded,

organic-rich, floodplain backswamp environment (Q3c). The usually

sharp contact between Q3a and Q3c represents a critical point at

which rising water levels saturate the environment sufficiently to

preserve organic matter.

Brownish-gray clay (Q3b), the only pure clay in the study area,

occurs only in Transect 1, core 12. It reflects a very low energy

environment and represents an abandoned channel fill sequence.

Several diagnostic features support interpetation as an abandoned

channel-fill sequence. The lower contact with fluvial channel sands

is sharp, whereas the upper contact is gradational from fine-grained

mineral sediments into a swampforest facies (Swanson, 1980). Also,

the uppermost mineral sediments of this unit contain intensely

rooted, silty clay similar to those described by Eckard (1986) who

stated "abandoned channels are infilled with the finest grained

sediments that are carried by the river."
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Discussion of Peat-forming Environments

The wetlands being discussed here are fringing wetlands which

occupy a narrow zone between the estuary and upland surfaces. The

estuarine shorelines exhibit plant community zonation determined

by salinity, elevation, mineral content of the soil, and degree of soil
saturation.

To interpret the peat formed in different peat environments,

representative samples from modern peat depositional systems

were examined and diagnostic organic constituents identified. The

bulk of the organic constituents that compose peats are very

difficult to identify, though certain diagnostic components such as

seeds, bark, reed sheaths, wood, leaf skeletal material, and general

texture are recognizable and can be used to help identify the

environment of deposition. These diagnostic constituents are listed

in the "Materials and Methods" subsection entitled "Identification of

Peat-Forming Environments." Subsurface peats in the study area

were then classified into four categories: detrital, marsh,

transitional, and floodplain-swampforest. Figure 3 shows the

regional distribution of modern marsh, swampforest and upland

environments within the study area; however, the transitional

community between the marsh and swampforest is not included.

Swampforest peat is easily recognized by the abundance of wood
in the form of large and small stems and occasionally massive

sections from tree trunks or stumps. The matrix of the peat also has



a coarser appearance as a result of the abundant bark and large

roots.

Peats in transitional environments have characteristics of both

swampforests and marshes. This transition zone is typically

inhabited by scattered and stunted cedar, cypress, and maple trees

with a thin understory of woody shrubs and a sporadic cover of

marsh grasses and aquatic plants. The diversity of marsh vegetation

in the transistional environment is much greater than in the true

marsh. This is presumably a result of lower salinity content. These

peats usually have a smooth fibrous appearance, lacking the massive

wood of the swampforest community, and contain abundant small

wood and bark. This peat contains equal quantities of tree leaves and

grass leaves.

Observations of modern marsh environments in the study area

suggest that they are small fringe marshes dominated by Spartina

cvnocuroides. with a significant percentage of woody shrubs and

small stunted trees. Even larger marshes, such as upper Chocowinity

Bay, contain abundant in situ and modern wood material imported

during high water storm events. Fossil wood material is derived
from the excavation and erosion of peat shorelines containing

subsurface swampforest and transitional peats that have been

subsequently overridden by the marsh environment: this wood can

then be imported into the modern marsh by storm events. Although
there are modern marshes in the study area, no peats cored in the
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study area were recognized as having been deposited in a marsh

environment.

Beilis et al. (1975) developed a model of systematic inundation

and erosion for the North Carolina estuarine shorelines. This model

suggest that as sea level rises, the water table in adjacent low-

lying coastal areas also rises, causing a gradual upward and

landward shift in the plant communities. Thus, an upland pine forest

would gradually evolute to lowland hardwood to cypress-tupelo-

swampforest to a grass marsh.

Fischer (1961) established the concept of stratigraphic incision

which states that as transgressive inundation occurs, significant

portions of the upper geologic section are eroded by shoreface and

wavebase erosion and will not be preserved in the stratigraphic

record (Fig. 19). Thus, as sea-level rise continues, the thin peats of

the marsh environment created by the Beilis et al. model (1975) are

eliminated by an eroding bank and shoreface that extends

approximately 1 m below sea level. This results in a subaqueous

diastemic surface upon which estuarine sediments are deposited.

The peat sequence produced by this model will begin with basal

freshwater floodplain-swampforest peats that grade upsection into

marsh-swampforest transition peats to marsh peats. As sea level

continues to rise and associated inundation takes place, shoreface

truncation erodes the upper portions which are generally of the

marsh peat sequence, completely removing the it from the

stratigraphic record.



Pre-Holocene
Sediments

Modern Estuarine
Sediments

Time 2
Time 1

Figure 19. The Fischer (1961) concept of shoreface erosion depicts
the systematic shift of wetland communities and shoreface
retreat in response to a rise in sea-level. Notice that the the
entire marsh facies is removed from the stratigraphic
record.
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Total absence of marsh peat in the Pamlico River-Chocowinity

Bay cores is due to one of the following. (1) Cores were taken on the

upland surfaces which had no peat formation. (2) Cores were taken in

the swampforest which had not yet produced the marsh environment

(3) Cores were taken in the water which had already experienced

shoreface truncation, removing the upper deposits of marsh peat.

Sediment and Drainage History of Chocowinity Bay and

Porter Junction Swamp

Sediment history of this area begins with the creation of a

continuous trough-shaped 6.3 m-deep paleovalley under Porter

Junction Swamp and Chocowinity Bay. This valley was scoured by

previous occupation(s) of the Tar River that produced the beta

unconformity (Fig. 7). Four lines of evidence support this conclusion.

First, orange sand (Q5a) occurs under Chocowinity Bay (Transect 1,

cores 1A and B, 3A and B, and 4) and under Porter Junction Swamp

(Transect 2, core 3), both at depths greater than 4. 5 m below msl

(Fig. 8 and 9). Maddry (1979) stated that orange sands (Q5a) are

restricted to the Tar River floodplain rather than lateral tributary

streams, possibly indicating the former presence of a Tar River

channel. Second, the channel scoured to at least 6.3 m+ below msl

(Fig. 9) in the Porter Junction Swamp section, and it contains

granular and pebbly, very coarse sands (Q5a); both are indicative of

high-energy, channelized flow. Third, at site 18 between Transects 1
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and 2 (Fig. 6), the beta unconformity is 4. 9 m below msl, further

supporting an east-west valley interpretation in this area. Fourth,

the approximate cross floodplain dimensions of this paleovalley

range from 1 to 1.3 km. The present Tar River floodplain ranges from

0.8 to 1.3 km in the area between Greenville and the study area,

suggesting similar processes of origin.

Climatic and fluvial conditions associated with maximum sea-

level iowstand, about 15,000 to 18,000 YBP, resulted in deposition

of braided channel sands (Q5a) throughout the Tar River and Porter

Junction valleysglobal warming terminated braided channel regimes

in the Tar River, and, because of low base level, initiated rapid

erosion. By the time sediment aggradation began approximately

10,000 YBP, most braided channel deposits in the study area had

been eroded by the Tar River and local coastal plain tributary

streams. This conclusion is supported by a date of 9,867 YBP on

basal organic accumulations in Transect 2, core 1.

As illustrated in Figure 9, Transect 2, core 3 contains 6. 3 m of

orange sand (Q5a). There are two plausible interpretations for this

isolated and anomolous occurrence of orange sand. First, it could be

a Holocene channel backfill. During the latest Pleistocene and

Holocene, the Tar River may have had a bifurcated channel, flowing

in both the present Tar River channel and the Porter Junction-

Chocowinity Bay channel. With sea-level rise, the Chocowinity
channel was filled with orange sand forcing the Tar River to assume

its present course. Or the orange sand deposit could represent an
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isolated erosional remnant of a Pleistocene braided channel. This

scenario would require local coastal plain tributary streams to

erode the remainder of more extensive braided channel sands in the

Porter Junction-Chocowinity Bay area.

The Holocene backfill interpretation. The lithostratigraphy and

geometry of the units under the Porter Junction Swamp (Fig. 9) are

similar to those of the Pamlico River in Transects 1 and 2 (figs. 8

and 9): 2) The channel sand is situated directly over a deep scour in

the beta unconformity which is consistent with evidence suggesting
minimal channel meanders in the Tar River. Coastal plain tributary

streams in the study area are small and probably lack sufficient

energy to erode and remove the large amounts of coarse sediment

required to isolate a Pleistocene erosional remnant.

The Pleistocene erosional remnant interpretation. Erosion of such

coarse sands by smaller coastal plain streams may have been

possible because of the unconsolidated consistency of the sand. The

lower base level that existed in the latest Pleistocene would have

produced an increased stream gradient. These granular and pebbly,

very coarse sands indicate high-energy, channelized flow, if this

were a Holocene channel infill sequence, it would require major

fluvial energy and sediment influx into Chocowinity Bay well into
the late Holocene. However, in the channel of Chocowinity Bay the

upper 3 m of sediments consist entirely of white, medium sand

(Q5b), which contrast sharply with the orange granular coarse sand

(Q5a). The orange sands of the Porter Junction area are very clean.
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containing about significant clay and silt only in the top 10 cm;

based on sieve analysis, the remainder of the core averages less

than 2% fines. Such a low percentage of fines is not indicative of a

channel abandonment sequence.

The approximate elevation of the top of the orange sand (Q5a)

in core 3 is at present-day sea level. If these sands had been

deposited by Holocene channel backfill, the high elevation of these

deposits suggest that abandonment occurred relatively recently.

Inspection of the modern drainage system gives no indication of

bifurcated channel regimes or abandonment of those channels in the

recent past. Furthermore, Bear Creek, flowing from west to east,

would have drained into a Chocowinity Bay channel. After

abandonment. Bear Creek should have continued to use this channel

as an underfit stream. Floodplain morphology on the western edge of

the study area shows no vestiges of an abandoned channel and no

visible disturbance of the Bear Creek drainage pattern.

The exact depostional environment of the orange sand (Q5a) in

Porter Junction Swamp and Chocowinity Bay remains uncertain.

However, since the Tar River is not believed to have occupied this

area during the Holocene and principal sediments deposition

consists of in situ peat deposits and white sand (Q5b) from

Chocowinity Creek, a Pleistocene erosional remnant is favored.

Modern drainage into Chocowinity Creek consist of Crawford

Creek. The dimensions of modern Chocowinity Bay embayment are

too large to have been produced by Crawford Creek. The Crawford



Creek channel is 1.5 km long and it drains only the Porter Junction

Swamp area with a total vertical relief less than 0.3 m (Fig. 2).

Chocowinity Creek, however, is over 15 km in length with vertical

relief of over 12 m. Hence, it is believed that Chocowinity Creek is

a more likely sediment source for Holocene siliciclastic sediments

that have filled much of Chocowinity Bay. These sediments were

derived from the erosion of previous Neogene and Quaternary

sediment units.

in the Porter Junction are of Transect 2 there are 1 m

accumulations of white sand and sandy clays (Q5a, Q3a, and Q3c)

overlain by 3 m deposits of peat (Q2c)(Fig. 9). A similar sequence

was recovered in auger site 18 between Transects 1 and 2: 0.75 m

of white sand (Q5b) overlain by 1 m of sandy clay {Q3a and Q3c) and

3 m+ of peat (Q2c). However, Transect 1 (Fig. 8) at the mouth of

Chocowinity Creek, has deposits of white medium sand (Q5b) that

total 3 m+ with the peat being only 1.5 m thick. Also, the elevation

of the white, medium sand (Q5b) in Transect 1 averages 1 m higher

than the sands in Transect 2. Cores 4 and 5 on Transect 1 are located

within the Sidney Creek drainage (Fig. 6) and not in Chocowinity Bay

proper. Sidney Creek is a distributary channel of Chocowinity Creek.

The thick sequence of white sand that occurs within Sidney Creek

suggest a continuous and possibly thickening wedge of white,
medium sand in an upstream direction, supporting Chocowinity Creek

as the origin for these sediments.



The evidence presented above suggest that an ancestral channel

of the Tar River occupied Chocowinity Bay during some portion of

the last glacial lowstand. The modern geometry of Chocowinity Bay

is a result of this occupation by the Tar River channel. However, the

remnant Tar River drainage has subsequently been backfilled by peat

development in response to the Holocene sea-level rise. The

dimensions and overall magnitude of modern Chocowinity Bay appear

too large to have been produced by its present drainage system,

Crawford Creek. It is believed that Chocowinity Creek is the

principal hydrologic influence on Chocowinity Bay, contributing a

significant amount of sediment.

Summary of the Geologic History of the Study Area

Sediments within the study area have been divided into time-

stratigraphic packages (TSP's). Five TSP's have been recognized

within the framework of this study. Figure 20 summarizes sea-level

conditions, sedimentary units, and depositional environments as

interpreted from this study.

The lowermost unit is TSP 1, a moldic limestone (Q7a) that is

interpreted to represent deposition associated with a major sea-

level highstand in open to near-shore marine conditions. A

subsequent lowstand led to subaerial exposure, induration of the

underlying sediments, leaching of the fossil shell material, and
erosion and development of the alpha unconformity. TSP 2 consists
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of an olive gray, shelly, muddy sand facies (Q7b) and a shell hash

facies (Q7d) that were deposited in an open estuarine environment.
TSP 2 is interpreted to represent another transgression that did not

rise as high as the one associated with TSP 1. The upper surface of

TSP 2 is characterized by a zone of weathered sediment (Q7c) that

is interpreted to reflect a period of subaerial weathering during the

subsequent sea-level lowstand. This erosional surface is designated

the beta unconformity, which is of regional extent and is believed to

represent a major sea-level lowstand.

A subsequent transgression deposited the first of two fining-

upward fluvial sequences that compose the modern WBSR. TSP 3

consists of a white sand (Q5b) that grades upwards into a purple silt

(Q3d). The subsequent regression produced subaerial weathering and

the gamma unconformity which truncates purple silt. The second

fluvial fining-upward sequence, TSP 4, consists primarily of orange

sand (Q5a), which constitutes the backbone of the WBSR. TSP 4 is

similar to the braided topography described by DuBar et al. (1974)

and Monrad (1972). These latter deposits developed in response to

cold climatic conditions during the latest Pleistocene sea-level

lowstand 18,000 YBP, which caused changes in vegetation with an

increase in gradient and sediment input. These sediments ocurred as

an extensive valley-fill sequence deposited throughout the Tar River

floodplain. Subsequent conditions of a warmer climate in the early

Holocene caused the Tar River to elove into a single channel stream

which eroded most of the braided channel deposits, leaving the WBSR
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and Porter Junction Swamp sand ridges as relict topographic highs.

These lowstand erosive conditions formed the delta unconformity

and the soils that cap TSP 4 on the WBSR.

The Holocene sea-level rise deposited an extensive fluvial valley

infill sequence (TSP 5). This is principally a fining-upward sequence

that grades from coarse channel sand deposits (Q5a and Q5b), to

overbank sandy clay deposits (Q3a, b, c, and d), to swampforest peat

deposits (Q2a, b, c and d), to modern estuarine mud deposits (Q1a, b

and c).



CONCLUSIONS

1. The location of surface streams in the study area, including

the Tar River, Chocowinity Creek and Crawford Creek, are controlled

by lows in the pre-Holocene surface.

2. During the Holocene, Chocowinity Creek was the primary
fluvial influence in Chocowinity Bay rather than Crawford Creek.

Chocowinity Creek contributed most of the white sand sediments

derived from the erosion of pre-existing coastal plain units.
3. Erosion and removal of the orange braided channel sands

(Q5a) in the Porter Junction Swamp was accomplished by small,

local intra-floodplain and terrace-draining streams. These eroding

streams (a) left remnant deposits that now constitute Whichard's

Beach Sand Ridge and buried sand ridges under the Porter Junction

Swamp, (b) deposited relatively thin sequences of white sand (Q5b)

and blue clayey sands (Q3a/c) that (c) were subsequently buried

below thick accumulations of Holocene swampforest peat.

4. The deposits of gravels and coarse sands that form the

WBSR and Porter Junction Sand Ridges are Pleistocene. Reaching a

thickness of 10 m they were produced by braided channel deposition

and then partially eroded by fluvial processes, leaving the WBSR and

Porter Junction Swamp features behind as topographically high

ridges.

5. The occurrence of the WBSR is associated with an underlying

paleotopographic high in the marine-estuarine sediments below. This
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paleotopographic high is a minimum of 1. 4 m below msl and closely

mimics the shape and extent of the WBSR.

6. The delta and beta unconformities below Chocowinity Bay,

Porter Junction Swamp and Crawford Creek define the surface of a

paleovalley that was eroded to a depth of at least 6 m below

present msl. This paleochannel was eroded by a previous

occupation(s) of the Tar River, one of which was during the last

major sea-level lowstand.

7. Multiple sea-level lowstands have caused the Tar River

within the study area to erode previously deposited marine-

estuarine Pleistocene units to a depth of at least 9 m-t- below

present msl.

8. Five distinct time-stratigraphic packages occur within the

study area. Each represents a discernible set of depositional

processes and erosion that are interpreted to reflect one sea-level

event.

9. Extensive deposits of Holocene infill sediments have

accumulated under the Tar River fluvial system floodplain, and the

upper Pamlico River estuarine system in response to sea-level rise

over the last 10,000 years. The Holocene sediment sequence (TSP 5)

is at least 8 m thick and displays a fining-upward character that

grades from either a) channel sands to overbank deposits to

swampforest peat deposits, b) channel sands to overbank deposits to

estuarine muds or c) channel deposits directly to estuarine mud.
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FUTURE RESEARCH

Remnants of Pleistocene braided channel sands, similar to

those in the Porter Junction Swamp and on the WBSR, occur in the

swampforest east of Bear Creek and halfway between the

westernmost extention of the WBSR and the southern floodplain

terrace. This sand ridge was the site of the nineteenth century New

Bern road. A section of this road, now unimproved dirt, 4 km north-

west of Chocowinity heads due north up to the edge of the floodplain.

On aerial photos remnants of the same road can be traced into the

swamp. The point at which the road becomes obscure is the

approximate location of the west end of the remnant sand ridge

which parallels the Tar River. Additional information can be attained

from Marshall Singleton, of B. Singleton and Sons Sand Mines,

Washington. What is the extent and volume of these sand deposit

delow this swampforest. What is the relationship of the stream

morphology of Bear Creek, and specifically the "dog leg" in the

stream course near this point, to these relict deposits? Core holes

within the area should yield information about previous flow

patterns of Bear Creek. Did it previously flow through Chocowinity

Bay and was it responsible for the erosion of the braided channel

deposit under the Porter Junction Swamp? Has Bear Creek undergone

stream capture by the Present Tar River?

Two deposits with greater than 6 m of peat, muddy peat, and

peaty muddy sand occur in the study area. These deposits are
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interesting because they occur in the middle of the floodplain where

large clastic input would be expected. These deposits display very

rapid facies changes from thick inorganic overbank deposits to a

completely organic section (Transect 2"). Also, these peats do not

appear to contain sediments typical of the basal stratigraphy in the

study area, which includes inorganic blue clayey sands and clean

coarse sands. One deposit was cored in Transect 2, core 4. According
to the McMullen family of Washington, N.C., much of their property,

located under the swampforest, south of core 4, is underlain by thick

sections of peat. The second deposit located east of Hwy. 17 and 0.5

km south of the Pamlico River bridge; is believed by L.J. Otte to have

a narrow and deep channel-type morphology. The location of this

"channel" is indicated by a shallow dip in the elevation of Hwy. 17 as

the road passes over the deposit (Charles Saunders, personal

communication, 1988). Additional coring in this area could delineate

the extent of these deposits, and address questions concerning the

processes of origin and the general lack of mineral sediments in the

deposits.

Because of the general southward migration of the Tar River

through time (Stuckey 1965), the southern boundary of the floodplain

is marked by steep, well defined terraces, while the northern

boundary is gradual and poorly defined. As a result of this Tar River

displacement, sections of sediment should have been abandoned and

preserved under the northern floodplain. The record of these
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Pleistocene fluvial and estuary sediments should represent each of

the multiple sea-level cycles.

What is the stratigraphic location, petrology, variability, and

provenance of igneous and metamorphic rocks found in the braided
channel sands on the north side of the Tar River and on the WBSR?

What were the velocities and gradients necessary to transport these

cobbles and boulders? Were these boulders rolled or rafted?

Orange sands (Q5a) are piedmont derived and the white sand

(Q5b) appear to be derived from erosion of pre-existing estaurine-

marine units on the coastal plain. A provenance study could be done

to verify this. If the source of these sands was established, it could

have wide ranging implications for the origins of othersands in

coastal plain Holocene deposits. It might also provide a sediment

tracer, making it possible to determine the percentages of coastal

plain stream input verses Piedmont derived sediments

There appears to be a rough relationship throughout the study

area between modern topographic surface expression and the

paleotopography of the beta unconformity. This is demonstrated by

the subaerial exposure of the WBSR, which overlies a pronounced

high on the beta unconformity. Similarly, it appears that marshes in
the study area may overlie areas with the deepest Holocene

sediment accumulation. For example, the predevelopment

swampforest of Forked Point is separated from the WBSR by an

east-west trending marsh (Fig. 3) which appears to overlie a

paleotopographic low on the beta unconformity (Fig. 7). This marsh
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is believed to be the surface expression reflecting a paleodrainage

system underlying the marsh. The marshes at the mouth of

Chocowinity Creek are also believed to contain very thick

accumulations of Holocene sediments. Have these marshes formed

over thick accumulations of Holocene sediments, and if so, can this

be used as a rough indication as to the location of thick Holocene

section in the estuary?
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APPENDIX A:

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SAND AND CLAY
SAMPLES FROM SIEVE AND PIPETTE ANALYSIS

Column 1 is Phi size. Each subsequent column is weight (grams).
Column heading for each sample shows:

1) Sediment type,
2) general size range (fine, coarse or composite) of sample (for sand samples

only, fine grain sample are labeled "clay”)
3) transect and core number
4) depth of sample interval in meters below sediment surface. Some samples were

taken from a combination of two cores, in which case depths are listed respectively.

Q5b - White sand

Phi

Size
Q5b
coarse

1 -4

2.32-2.36m

Q5b
fine
1-4
1.16-1.18m

Q5b

composite
1-4

1.12-2.57m

Q5b
fine
1-3A/B
1.50-1.60m
1.30-1.50m

Q5b
fine
1 -3a
.56-.57m

- 2 2.96 0 0 0.49 0
-1.75 0 0 0 0 0
-1 .5 3.23 0 0.11 3.01 0
-1.25 2.07 0 0.24 1 .46 0
- 1 3.38 0.09 0.36 2.31 0
-0.75 3.32 0.06 0.49 2.19 0
-0.5 3.89 0.09 1 .03 3.35 0
-0.25 4.21 0.26 1 .89 4.55 0
0 2.69 0.22 1 .54 3.03 0

0.25 4.23 0.5 3.29 5.42 0
0.5 2.62 0.36 2.17 3.36 0
0.75 3.37 0.71 3.6 4.69 0
1 4.62 1 .26 4.37 4.86 0

1 .25 5.13 2.01 4.93 3.81 0.02
1 .5 4.04 2.81 4.57 3.1 0.05

1 .75 4.74 5.8 6.23 3.13 0.54

2 2.52 5.2 3.56 1 .91 4.02

2.25 2.04 7.58 3.05 1 .66 9.64

2.5 1 .27 8.59 2.28 1.5 1 1 .21

2.75 0.57 8.79 1 .78 0.96 1 2.58

3 0.14 5.67 1 .08 0.3 6.02

3.25 0.08 6.04 1.15 0.27 3.54

3.5 0.02 3.84 0.58 0.08 0.74

3.75 0.02 3.39 0.65 0.09 0.51

4 0.005 2.01 0.35 0.03 0.09

8 0.01 3.99 0.73 0.06 0.08

1 2 0 0 0 0 0.03

Beginning Wt. 62.77 67.45 51 .93 56.32 49.61

Fraction Sum 61 .38 66.63 50.03 55.62 49.07

% Lost 2% 1 % 3.70% 1.20% 1 .10%



APPENDIX A: (cont.)

Q5a-orange sand
Q5b-white sand

Phi Q5b Q5b Q5b Q5b C6a
Size fine composite coarse oomposite composite

1 -3b 1-3A/B 1 -3b 1 -3b 1 -3b
2.08-2.13m .52-1 .62m 2.48-2.59m 2.05-2.86m 2.86-3.13m
1.30-1.50m .58-1 .58m
6 7 8 9 1 0

- 2 0 0 0.27 0 3.12
-1.75 0 0 0 0 0
-1 .5 0 0.87 1 .3 0.28 1.39
-1.25 0 0.64 1.19 0.21 1.3
- 1 0 1 .07 3.53 0.63 2.31
-0.75 0 1 .19 4.01 0.65 2.26
-0.5 0 1 .42 5.66 1 .17 3.76
-0.25 0 2.25 7.58 1 .45 4.95
0 0 1 .71 5.28 1.39 3.95
0.25 0 2.92 8.14 2.15 5.87
0.5 0 2 5.28 1 .49 4.05
0.75 0.06 2.82 7 2.05 5.4
1 0.04 3.3 6.47 2.33 5.12
1 .25 0.3 3.77 5.3 2.45 2.86
1 .5 0.43 4.24 4.4 2.72 3.59
1 .75 1.98 6.7 5.08 4.65 4.02
2 4.03 7.32 3.58 6.44 2.55
2.25 6.73 1 1.08 2.48 8.94 1.81
2.5 9.28 1 1.54 1 .81 12.2 1.07
2.75 9.34 8.71 1 .74 12.38 0.56
3 6.3 2.79 0.81 6.86 0.18
3.25 7.88 1 .67 0.93 8.08 0.21
3.5 4.2 0.41 0.34 4.29 0.08
3.75 3.58 0.35 0.35 4.27 0.08
4 1.63 0.11 0.1 2.07 0.05
8 2.28 0.22 0.18 0.57 0.09
1 2 0 0 0 0 0

Beginning Wt. 58.27 79.1 84.83 90 65.94

Fraction Sum 58.06 78.49 82.81 89.72 60.63

% Lost 0.40% 0.80% 2.40% 0.30% 8%



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q5b-white sand

Phi Q5b Q5b Q5b Q5b Q5b
Size coarse fine composite fine coarse

1 -5 1-5 1-5 1-2 1-1B
3.06-3.1 Om 1.81-1.85m 1.76-3.44m 2.30-2.43m 1.33-1.36m

- 2 0.12 0 0.12 0 2.05
-1 .75 0 0 0.19 0 2.79
-1 .5 0.35 0 0 0 4.51
-1.25 0.43 0 0.15 0 6.03
- 1 0.94 0 0.15 0 8.96
-0.75 1 .29 0 0.19 0 7.69
-0.5 1 .9 0 0.34 0 8.2
-0.25 3.7 0.06 0.49 0 6.03
0 2.91 0.07 0.56 0 2.57
0.25 5.54 0.02 1 .21 0.07 2.25
0.5 4.6 0.04 1.1 0.03 0.85
0.75 751 0.03 0.8 0.1 0.77
1 9.1 0.06 2.57 0.37 0.73
1 .25 9.13 0.09 3.1 1 .26 0.94
1 .5 7.53 0.2 4.02 2.29 1.13
1 .75 6.21 1.53 6.32 4.99 1 .71
2 3.18 5.38 6.34 5.97 1 .9
2.25 2.08 10.79 6.86 6.94 1 .35
2.5 1 .5 14.78 6.58 7.56 0.92
2.75 0.9 12.39 5.23 6.61 0.71
3 0.33 6.3 2.49 4.01 0.41
3.25 0.37 6.31 2.8 4.44 0.38
3.5 0.11 3.06 0.99 2.46 0.12

3.75 0.12 2.28 0.94 2.04 0.12
4 0.04 0.98 0.39 1 0.05
8 Tr 1.53 0.61 1 .94 .28,
1 2 0 0 0 0 1 .23

Beginning Wt. 70.33 66.34 56.16 52.73 65.87

Fraction Sum 69.9 65.96 55.52 52.08 64.68

% Lost 1 % 0.60% 1 .40% 1 .20% 1 .80%



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q5a - Orange Sand
Q5b - White Sand

Phi Q5a Q5a Q5a Q5a Q5b
Size composite fine coarse composite coarse

1-1A/B 1 - 7 1 - 7 1 - 7 1-8

1.15-1 .78m
.50-1.36m

2.13-2.1 6m 2.03-2.08m 1.25-2.25m 1.43-1.44m

- 2 0.85 0 0.34 0.97 0.43
-1.75 0.64 0 0.82 0.5 0.31
-1 .5 0.7 0 2.1 2 0.57 0.45
-1 .25 1 .83 0 2.81 1.25 0.96
- 1 3.21 0.07 5.15 2.08 1 .69
-0.75 3.21 0.06 5.08 2.68 2.02
-0.5 4.15 0.28 8.77 4.68 3.21
-0.25 4.63 0.63 1 0.44 5.93 4.65
0 3.38 0.75 6.56 4.7 3.45
0.25 5.41 1.68 7.97 7.1 4.67
0.5 3.67 1.39 3.81 4.74 3.13
0.75 5.27 2.46 3.73 6.28 4.01
1 5.66 3.31 2.73 6.38 4.25
1 .25 6.43 4.46 2.21 6.56 2.92
1 .5 5.7 4.58 2.06 5.61 2.07
1 .75 7.38 7.76 3.06 7.31 1 .73
2 5.46 8.97 3.21 6.97 1.04
2.25 3.91 7.97 2.64 5.5 0.69
2.5 3.24 3.02 1.4 3.48 0.64
2.75 2.54 0.89 0.41 2.05 0.54
3 1 .03 0.16 0.15 0.72 0.22
3.25 0.74 0.1 0.1 0.42 0.18

3.5 0.23 0.03 0.04 0.1 1 0.05

3.75 0.27 0.02 0.03 0.13 0.05

4 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.02

8 1 .84 1 9 1 .83 1 .87 1 .8

1 2 0 0 0 0 0

Beginning Wt. 80.11 50.45 89.37 88.36 43.65

Fraction Sum 79.52 49.3 76.48 86.95 43.42

% Lost 2.20% 2% 1 4% 2% 1 %



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q5b - White sand

Phi Q5b Q5b Q5b Q5b Q5b
Size fine composite coarse fine composite

1 - 8 1 -8 1-13 1-13 1-13
.80-.81 m .40-1 .62m 3.84-3.82m 4.29-4.31 m 3.35-4.45m

- 2 0 0 3.71 0 1.86
-1 .75 0 0 2.2 0 0.46
-1 .5 0 0.04 3.93 0 0.31
-1.25 0 0.11 3.86 0.04 0.49
- 1 0 0.3 6.23 0.03 1.13
-0.75 0 0.2 5.7 0.03 1.38

o cn 0 0.48 7.65 0.09 1 .67
-0.25 0.05 0.79 8.34 0.2 2.33
0 0.09 0.76 5.62 0.32 1 .94
0.25 1 5 1 .34 0.73 0.71 2.78
0.5 0.15 1.18 3.8 0.53 1 .97
0.75 0.2 1 .68 3.21 0.72 2.24

1 32 2.06 2.29 0.85 2.25
1 .25 0.67 2.39 1 .71 0.85 2.28
1 .5 1.22 2.79 1 .34 0.66 2.84
1 .75 8.05 4.25 1 .84 1 .4 6.54
2 7.63 5.17 1 .67 4.43 9.04

2.25 9.45 5.44 1 .02 9.56 7.55

2.5 4.55 6.17 0.53 12.67 4.49

2.75 4.07 5.54 0.29 8.45 2

3 0.82 2.89 0.13 2.59 0.64
3.25 1 .51 2.39 0.12 1.1 0.39

3.5 0.31 1 .17 0.04 0.23 0.1

3.75 0.74 1 .16 0.07 0.19 0.11
4 0.31 0.69 0.04 0.06 0.04
8 0.34 1 .88 0.08 0.16 0.1

1 2 0 3.25 0 0 0

Beginning Wt. 41 .07 52.22 73.46 46.03 57.31

Fraction Sum 40.63 51.47 72.74 42.88 56.91

% Lost 1.10% 1.40% 1 % 6.80% 1.70%



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

Phi Q5a Q5a Q5a Q5a C6a
Size coarse fine fine coarse composite

1-12 1-12 1-14 1-11 1/11/14
3.46-3.49m 3.06-3.1 Om 1.51-1.52m 2.39-2.42m 1.48-2.06m

- 2 7.69 0 0 0.1 0
-1.75 2.34 1.03 0 0 0.17
-1 .5 2.69 0.63 0.06 0.06 0.31
-1.25 2.78 1 0.05 0.26 0.34
- 1 3.56 2.88 0.17 0.64 0.69
-0.75 2.98 3.74 0.34 0.98 0.6

o Ol 3.78 6.43 0.55 2.01 1 .07
-0.25 3.93 8.62 0.76 4.01 1.6
0 2.57 5.99 0.62 4.4 1.44
0.25 3.31 7.11 1.3 7.18 2.72

0.5 2.76 3.73 1.34 5.28 2.29
0.75 2.34 3.21 2.65 6.04 4.01
1 2.47 2.42 4.26 5.94 6.36
1 .25 2.84 1.14 6.67 6.16 8.43
1 .5 3.8 0.66 8.54 6.27 9.03
1 .75 4.89 0.36 10.71 6.5 1 0.87
2 2.7 0.19 8.18 4.46 8.62
2.25 1 .02 0.14 5.14 2.62 5.7
2.5 47 0.12 2.81 1.71 3.5
2.75 0.22 0.13 1 .55 1 0.95
3 0.08 0.07 0.56 0.23 0.8
3.25 0.05 0.07 0.42 0.12 0.58
3.5 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.02 0.2

3.75 0.03 0.04 0.16 0.02 0.28
4 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.005 0.11

8 0.04 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.27
1 2 0 0 0 0 0

Beginning Wt. 59.42 N/A 57.58 66.97 72.43

Fraction Sum 58.73 49.88 57.22 66.07 71 .94

% Lost 1 .60% N/A 0.60% 1.50% 0.70%



APPENDIX A; (continued)

Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

Phi Q5b Q5a Q5a Q5a Q5a
Size coarse fine coarse composite coarse

1-15 2-3 2-3 2 - 3 2-2
4.48-4.50 m 1.52-1.56m 3.73-3.76m .97-3.82m 4.26-4.28m

- 2 0 0 8.72 1 .59 10.95
-1.75 0.04 0 0.91 0.9 2.92
-1 .5 0.04 0 0.04 0.92 1 .51

ro cn 0.24 0 2.66 1 .21 1 .4
-1 0.58 0.02 4.79 1 .05 1 .74

-0.75 0.86 0.07 3.61 1 .53 2.06
LOO 1 .72 0.14 5.55 2.34 2.86

-0.25 2.61 0.51 5.79 3.23 4.52
0 2.76 0.85 4.47 2.78 3.86
0.25 5.4 2.13 5.81 4.77 6.84
0.5 4.97 2.29 3.21 4.16 4.75
0.75 8.24 4.44 3.94 5.39 6.28
1 9.8 7.24 3.7 8.27 6.49
1 .25 9.31 9.1 3.35 7.9 5.65
1 .5 7.34 8.8 3.18 7.98 4.39
1 .75 5.83 7.85 4.77 4.6 4.71
2 2.89 4.27 3.66 2.52 2.66
2.25 1 .58 2.25 2.16 1 .14 1 .08
2.5 0.75 1 .18 1.14 0.6 0.51
2.75 0.28 0.82 0.57 0.26 0.24
3 0.18 0.39 0.16 0.2 0.07
3.25 0.23 0.41 0.04 0.08 0.05

3.5 0.1 0.16 0.03 0.08 0.02

3.75 0.25 0.23 0.04 0.03 0.01
4 0.12 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.02
8 0.37 0.02 0.07 0.6 0.05

1 2 0 0 0 0 0

Beginning Wt. 66.44 61.74 74.7 72.48 76.51
Fraction Sum 65.84 54.04 74.21 64.95 74.91

% Lost 0.90% 7.60% 0.70% 1 0.40% 2.10%



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q5a - Orange sand
Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3c - Brown sandy clay

Phi Q5a Q5a Q3c Q3a Q3a
Size coarse composite clay clay clay

2-4 2-4 1 -5 1 - 3 1 - 6
5.79-5.83m 4.98-5.0m .76-.81 m 1.96-1.99m .84-.86m

2 14.3 0 0 0 0
-1.75 1.96 0.19 0 0 0
-1 .5 0.96 0.34 0 0 0
-1.25 1 .78 1.01 0 0 0.05
- 1 2.11 2.58 0 0 0.01
-0.75 2.2 2.58 0 0 0.1 1

-0.5 2.8 3.59 0 0 0.11
-0.25 3.4 3.56 0 0 0.28
0 2.09 2.29 0 0 0.3

0.25 4.58 2.89 0 0 0.65
0.5 3.39 3.55 0 0 0.69

0.75 4.29 1 .68 0 0 1 .23
1 4.51 1 .59 0 0 1 .9
1 .25 3.83 1 .52 0.01 0.02 2.19

1 .5 3.19 1 .25 0.03 0.04 2.9
1 .75 3.61 1 .55 0.07 0.1 3.26

2 3.78 1 .45 0.16 0.2 2.23
2.25 3.55 1.36 0.27 40 1 .26

2.5 2.71 1 .16 0.41 0.79 0.62
2.75 1 .79 1 .06 0.56 1.16 0.33
3 0.76 0.62 0.44 0.96 0.17

3.25 0.56 0.55 0.92 1.86 0.19

3.5 0.21 0.24 0.56 1.3 0.1 1

3.75 0.27 0.28 1 .28 1.85 0.19

4 0.13 0.09 0.31 0.85 0.07

8 0.13 0.03 0.92 5.78 3.04

1 2 0 0 2.87 3.69 5.27

Beginning Wl. 74.32 35.45 N/A N/A N/A

Fraction Sum 73.63 35.01 9.98 19.03 26

Lost % 0.90% 1.20% N/A N/A N/A



APPENDIX A: (continued)

Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3b - brownish gray clay
Q3d - purple silt
Q6a - iron stained soil
Q6b - brownish gray soil

Phi Q3a Q6b Q3d Q6a Q3b
Size clay clay clay clay clay

1 -3b 1 -8 1 - 8 1 - 7 1-12
2.66-2.67m .23-.25m 1.64-1 .67m .36-.38m 1.31-1.38m

- 2 0 0 0 0 0
-1 .75 0 0 0 0 0
-1 .5 0 0 0 0 0
-1 .25 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 0 0.01 0 0 0
-0.75 0 0.04 0 0.03 0
-0.5 0 5 0 0.01 0
-0.25 0 0.09 0 0.02 0
0 0 0.06 0 0.03 0

0.25 0 0.11 0 0.05 0
0.5 0 0.1 0 0.05 0
0.75 0 0.18 0.01 6 0
1 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.07 Tr
1 .25 6 0.19 0.01 0.09 0
1 .5 0.08 0.36 0.02 0.09 Tr
1 .75 0.21 0.66 0.03 0.1 1 Tr
2 0.56 0.76 0.04 0.12 Tr

2.25 1 .04 0.78 0.06 0.13 Tr

2.5 1 .52 0.97 1.1 0.15 Tr

2.75 1 .64 0.95 0.16 0.16 Tr

3 1.04 0.68 0.09 0.1 Tr
3.25 1.56 1 .05 0.17 0.14 Tr

3.5 1.17 0.6 0.08 0.06 Tr

3.75 1.53 0.96 0.29 0.15 Tr

4 0.75 0.49 0.05 0.08 Tr

8 6.4 5.64 6.36 4.96 1.16

1 2 5.11 3.95 2.99 4.55 3.91

Beginning Wt. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fraction Sum 22.81 18.9 10.47 10.98 5.11

% Lost N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A



APPENDIX A; (continued)

Q1b - Organic (detrital) -rich, estaurine mud
Q3a - Blue sandy clay

Phi Q3c Q3a Q3a Q3a Qlb
Size clay clay clay clay clay

1-12 1-12 2 -1 2- 1 1-12
2.56-2.57m 2.66-2.67m 3.95-3.98m 2.75-2.78m .53-.56m

- 2 0 0 0 0 0
-1.75 0 0 0.06 0 0
-1 .5 0.09 0 0 0 0
-1.25 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 0.08 0 0 0 0
-0.75 0.04 0 0.04 0 0
-0.5 0.07 0.02 0.05 0 0
-0.25 0.12 0.01 0.06 0.04 0
0 0.09 0.02 0.07 0.03 0
0.25 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.03 Tr
0.5 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.04 Tr
0.75 0.1 0.03 0.09 0.03 Tr
1 0.11 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.01
1 .25 0.1 0.03 0.11 0.04 Tr
1 .5 0.05 0.06 0.2 0.06 0.01
1 .75 0.26 0.07 0.42 0.12 0.02
2 0.45 0.1 0.58 0.17 0.02

2.25 0.5 0.14 0.93 0.31 0.03
2.5 0.38 0.2 1 .26 0.51 0.05
2.75 0.36 0.26 1 .77 0.73 0.07
3 0.22 0.31 1 .54 0.61 0.03
3.25 0.38 0.07 2.25 1 .03 0.02
3.5 0.23 0.54 1 .53 0.69 0.01

3.75 0.48 1 .44 2.21 1 .38 0.04
4 0.15 0.9 1 .02 0.63 0.03

8 2.08 5.08 4.28 4.59 3.04
1 2 3.71 2.59 3.15 6.43 5.75

Beginning Wt. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fraction Sum 10.38 1 2.79 21 .94 1 7.61 9.11

% Lost N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A



APPENDIX A (continued)

Qlc - sand-rich estuarine

Phi Qlc Qlc
Size clay

1-14

.03-.06m

clay
1-14

1.36-1.39m
- 2 0 0

cn 0 0
-1 .5 0 0
-1 .25 0 0
- 1 0 0
-0.75 0 0

LOO 0 0.04
-0.25 Tr 0.04

0 Tr 0.06
0.25 0.02 0.08
0.5 0.01 0.11
0.75 0.01 0.17
1 0.02 0.25
1 .25 0.02 0.3
1 .5 0.03 0.37
1 .75 0.07 0.38
2 0.12 0.38
2.25 0.31 0.37
2.5 0.47 0.51
2.75 0.46 0.94
3 0.33 1 .05
3.25 0.81 1.69
3.5 70 1.03
3.75 1 .45 1.82
4 0.82 0.82
8 1.07 3.11
1 2 5.92 3.92

Beginning Wt. N/A N/A
Fraction Sum 1 2.96 17.64

% Lost N/A N/A



Appendix B: Lithologic Logs



Legend for Lithologic Logs
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General Organic Matter

Roolets

Stems or Roots

Massive Wood

Modern Estuarine Mud

Clays and Silt

Fine to Medium Sand

Coarse Sand to Gravel

Pebbles and Cobbles

Semi-indurated Limestone or Shell Hash

Bivalve Halves and Fragments

Laminae and Cross Bedding

Phosphates Grains, Rock Fragments

Feldspars, Heavy Minerals

Glauconite Grains, Feldspars



List of Abbreviations

abund. abundant
bik. black
brn. brown

brnsh. brownish
crse. coarse

dec. decrease
dia. diameter
dk. dark
f n. fine

frag. fragment
gr. gray
grsh. grayish
grn. green
grnsh. greenish
inc. increase

ig- large
It. light
med. medium
mod. moderately
org. organic
qtz. quartz
sd. sand

sdy. sandy
tr. trace

V. very



Transect and Core # T1, C1A Length Attempted 2.89m Date 4/19/88

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recoyered 2.^ Water depth 1.5fim

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.0m Dk. gr., org-rich, silty clay; 3% fn. sd.
0.08 Sharp contact

Dk brn.sl. sdy., yery silty, peat; abund. wood chips, roots and
rootlets

Sd. inc., org. dec. w/ depth

0.60 Dk. brn., si. clayey, peaty, v. fn. sd.

1.13 Mod. sharp contact
Tan to It. brn., si. grayelly (<1%), poorly sorted, med. to crse.
qtz. sand.

1.50 No grayel below this depth.

1.80 Dk gr., well sorted, phosphatic (<5%), fn grn. sand.
1.84 Unconformity

Med. to dk. gr., si. muddy, sdy, highly fragmented shell hash.

2.08 Oliye gr., y. muddy qtz sd.
T.D. 2.10m



Transect and Core # T1, C1B Length Attempted 2.59m Date 5/6/88

Location Chocowinitv Bay Length Recovered 1 -SOm Water depth 1.5fim

Graphic
Log Depth

1.59 Olive gray, muddy sand to sandy mud
T.D.1.60m



Transect and Core # T1 ,C2 Length Attempted 4.68 Date 4/28/88

Location Chocowinitv Bay Length Recovered Water depth 1.84m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
0.0m Med. dk. gr., org.-rich, v. silty, clay

.30 Subtle, but sharp contact
Dk. gr. brn. org.-rich, silty, v. sandy mud to muddy sand ; dec. in org.
matter with depth

.45 Root about 3cm dia.

.52-.6 Many roots .5- 2cm dia.
.77 Sharp contact

Lt. gr. V. clayey fn. to v. fn. sand; organics are discrete and <3%
Sd dec. with depth

1.08 Sd inc. with depth
1.13 Root .2cm dia., 4.5cm long in growth position
1.36 Lt. gr. mod. clean, slightly clayey v. well sorted, fn. to v. fn. sd.

1.81-2.38
Faint horizontal to subhorizontal laminae composed of crse grain

sd and heavy minerals; angle of laminae inc. with depth.

2.38, Unconformity; sharp
Dk. olive grn., biogenic calcareous material (5-7%), poorly

sorted, v. clayey fn sd
2.42 & 2.51, roots 1-.5cm dia.

2.81, 2.87 & 2.91, Lg. shell fragments, bivalve



Transect and Core # T1,C2 Length Attempted 4,68 Date 4/28/88

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recovered Water depth 1.84m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)

3.60 'Tusk' shell

T.D. 4.46m



Transect and Core # T1,C3A Length Attempted 3.43m Date 5/6/88

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recovered 2..35m Water depth 1.38m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
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0.00m Silty, v. fn. sdy, mud
0.01 Modern Rangia valve
0.15 Org.-rich, v. muddy, v. fn. grn. sd.

0.50-1 .50 Dk. brn., org.-rich, v. well sorted, v. fn.-fn. grn. qtz. sd.

0.95 Stems .25cm dia

1.39 Wood chip; 5 x 2cm

1.50 Contact with poorly sorted, si. muddy, v. crse. qtz sd; detrital
wood frags.

1.66 Sharp inclined (30 degrees) contact
Lt. grnsh. gr., firm, sandy clay: massively bedded with
scattered stems .25cm dia

Scattered rootlets (<1%)

2.22 Lt. gr., si. muddy, v. well sorted, fn. grn. sd.

T.D. 2.35m



Transect and Core # T1, C3B 4/25/88Length Attempted 3.8m Date

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recovered 3.1 3m Water depth 1 ■37m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.0m Dk. brn., org.-rich, v. silty, v. sandy, fn.-v. fn. sand
0.15-.29 Med. brn., faintly mottled, bioturbated, v. well sorted,

org.-rich, v. muddy, fn-v. fn. sand

0.38-.51 Dk. brn., muddy, peaty, v. fn.-fn. sand

0.69 Sharp contact
Lt. brn., v. poorly sorted, v. fn-crse sand; with clay filled root
burrows

.87 Dk. grsh. brn.,v. org., fn. sdy. mud
.95 Lt. brn., mottled, slightly org. , slightly muddy, fn. sand

1.14-1.25 Clean, well sorted, fn. sand
1.26 Dk. brn., org., muddy, v. poorly sorted, v. fn.-v. crse sand

1.35 Med. gr., v. poorly sorted, crse sand

1.52 Sharp contact; inclined about 30 degrees
Lt. grsh. grn., fn-crse v. sandy, silty, clay; sand inc. with depth
Ail sand is v. well sorted, fn grained qtz sand

1.79 As above, has graded to clayey sand

2.25-2.26 Roots .5cm dia.

2.39 White-gr., clean, mod. poorly sorted, med. grain sand;
tr. glauconite and heavy minerals

2.55 Sand as above, has graded to fn grain size, about 5% mud
2.59 Med. gr., sdy clay
2.67 Sand as above

2.84 Sharp contact
Pale yellowish orange, v. poorly sorted, slightly gravelly, crse

sand
2.99 greenish tint and silt, feldspar abund., tr. of

rock frags, and garnet
T.D. 3.13m



Transect and Core # T1, C4 Length Attempted 3.3Rm Date 4/18/88

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recovered 2.91m Water depth ■9Pm

Graphic
I, Log Depth

0.00m Dk. gr., org.-rich, silty, v. fn. sdy. mud
0.12 Dk. brn., si. sdy, muddy, peat.
0.16 Many detrital roots and stems

0.51 Med. brn., org.-rich, muddy, well sorted, v. fn. to med. grn. sd.

0.65 Root in near-vertical position; 1cm dia.

1.00 Organics <1%

1.15 Lt. brn., si. muddy, well sorted, si. gravelly, fn. grn. sd;
heavies about 1%, color due to organic stain

1.50 Lt. brn., clean, mod. well sorted, fn. grn. qtz. sd.

1.75 White to lt.gr., poorly sorted, med. grn.sd.

2.03 V. It. brn., si. muddy, mod. well sorted, fn. grn. sd.

2.33 Lt. gr., si. muddy, v. well sorted, crse. grn. sd.

2.64 Sharp, undistinct contact

2.65 Lt. orange, si. muddy, mod. well sorted,crse. qtz sd.

2.85 Lt. orange, muddy, v. poorly sorted, gravelly, med. qtz sd.
T.D. 2.91m



Length Attempted 4.11m Date 5/6/88Transect and Core # T1, C5

Location Chocowinity Bay Length Recovered 3-45m Water depth .91 m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
0.00m V. silty, v.fn. sdy. mud

0.22 Dk. brn., fiberous, peat

0.66 SI. sdy, silty, peaty clay
0.69-0.80 Lg. roots, 5 and 8cm dia

0.73 Lt brn., v.fn. to fn. sdy. clay

1.05-1.65 Lt. grnsh.-gr., clayey, well sorted, v.fn. to fn. sd.; widely
scattered specks of detrital organics

1.83 Lt. brn., si. muddy, v. well sorted, fn. to v.fn. sd.; with widely
scattered organics.

1.97 Clean white, fn to v.fn. sd.

2.24-3.45 White to It. gr., si. clayey, v. well sorted, med. to crse. sd.

2.62-2.65 Extremely thin and fine, discontinous org. laminae.
2.69-2.75 Lt. gr., poorly sorted, si. gravelly, crse to med. to fn. sd.

2.78-2.96 Extremely thin, continuous to semi-continous org. laminae.



Transect and Core # T1, C5 5/6/88

Location Chocowinity Bay

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m )

Length Attempted 4.11m Date

Length Recovered 3.45m Water depth

3.15 Slightly gravelly and pebbly
3.20 Lt. gr., v. clean, poorly sorted, med. to crse. sd.

T.D. 3.45m

.91m



Transect and Core # T1. C6 Length Attempted 4.11m Date 5/5/88

Location Whichard's Beach Sd Rdg Length Recovered 4.qm Elevation .2Sm

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.0m Med. brn., si. sdy., peat

0.33 Dk. brn.to bik., sdy, peaty mud.

0.52 Grsh-bik., muddy, silty sand to sandy silt.

0.88 Dk brn. to dk. brnsh. gr., soft, si. sdy, silty mud to muddy silt.

1.02 Lt. tan to dull grnsh. tan., clean, well sorted, med. qtz sd.

1.28 Massive wood, 13cm thick

1.41 Lt. yellow, clean, v. well sorted, fn. to med. qtz sd.
1.53 - 1.56 Crse to v. crse sd

1.65 Lt tan, clean, poorly sorted, fn. to med. , qtz. sd.

1.70 - 2.10 Multiple cross bedding caused by heavy mineral and
grain size differences. One laminae particularly prominent, 1cm
thick heavy mineral inclined laminae.

1.75 - 1.88 Generally med. to fn. grn., poorly sorted.
1.88 - 2.00 Generally crse grn., poorly sorted.
2.00 - 2.23 Generally v. crse to crse. sd. to gravel, poorly sorted.
2.24 Lt. blueish gr., well sorted fn. grn., clayey qtz. sd.

2.39 Unconformity
2.40 Dk olive gr., poorly sorted, clayey, fn. to med. sd



Transect and Core # T1. C6 Length Attempted

Location Whichard's Beach Sd Rda Length Recovered

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )

4.11m Date 5/5/88

Elevation .25m

3.19 - 4.16 Olive gray, clayey sd; with partially dissolved, weathered,
and fragmented calcareous shells evenly distributed.

T.D. 4.16m



Transect and Core # T1. C7 Length Attempted 5.67m Date 6/4/88

Location Whichard's Beach Sd Rdg. Length Recovered 5.52m Elevation 1.22m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.00m Lt brn. to med. grsh. brn., mottled, clayey, fn.to v.fn. sand; plow

zone.

.19 Sharp contact,

.20 Dk. biksh brn., clayey sd; Humic loamy soil.

.28-.34 White to med. gr., mottled, fn. to v.fine sd and clayey sand

.38 Mottled contact

Med. brnsh. bik., si. sdy, clayey silt.
To .67 Gradational contact; dec. in org. matter, inc. in clay,
.68 Lt. tan to white, v. clayey, mod. well sorted, fn. to v. fn. sd.

1.10 Scattered yellow. It. grn., v. crse to fn. gravel begii s to
appear(Q5a)

1.35 White to It. tan, med. to crse. to v. crse to fn. gravel, poorly sorted,
si. clayey sd.

1.47 As above with a change to orange color, dec. in sortedness due to
coarsening grn. size.,

1.40-1.77 Numerous inclined and horizonal laminae, crude, not well
defined, due to grain size differences; inclination 5-15 degrees.

1.78 Lt orange, crse to med. to v. crse, mod. well sorted, clean qtz sd.

2.12 White to off white, v. well sorted, med. sd.
2.18 White sd. with orange and yellow, grn., v. poorly sorted, med. to

V. crse. to fn. grn. sd
2.28-2.45 Numerous laminae; due to grain size differences.2.55-2.93 Lt. yellow to bright rust orange, limonitic, clayey, v. well

sorted, med. sd.2.55-2.77 Subtle, high angle (32-33 degrees) color laminae

2.94 Unconformity



Transect and Core # ti. 07

Location Whichard's Beach Sd

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )

Length Attempted

Rdq. Length Recovered

5.67m

5.52m

Date 6/4/88

Elevation 1 ■22m
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3.00 Dk olive gr., sandy mud.

3.15 First appearance of calcareous material, articulating bivalues.

3.48-3.71 Abundance of Mercenaria shells

3.79 Med. grn. gr., si. fossiliferous, v. well sorted, med. clayey sd

4.28-4.57 Abundant shell material

4.51 Oyster valve

5.26m Dk. grn. clayey, fn. grn., extremely well sorted sd.

T.D. 5.53m



Transect and Core# T1,C8 Length Attempted 5.70m Date 6/16/88

Location Whichard's Beach Sd Rdg. Length Recovered 4.8Bm Elevation 1.25m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.00m Lt. orangish brn., well sorted, fn. grn. sdy, clayey silt.

0.18 Med. orange, mod. well sorted, clayey, fn. to med. to crse. to v. crse
grn. sd; massively bedded.

.85 Lt. orangish yellow, clean, well sorted, fn. to med. sd.

1.10 Lt. orange, poorly sorted, fn. to med. to crse. to v. crse., muddy sd.

1.28 Lt. tan, med to crse grn, poorly sorted sd.

1.49 Lt. gr. to white to It. yellow, fn. to v. fn. to med. sd.
Inclined laminae 5-10 degrees, due to heavy minerals

1.64 Unconformity
1.66 Med. reddish purple, firm clayey silt; small pockets of fn. sd.

Massively bedded

2.10 Lt. brnsh orange to lavender, sdy clay, v. firm, sdy mud; .25 dia
iron limonitic, oxidation nodules.

2.29 Mod. sharp contact
2.31 White, clean, well sorted, fn. to v. fn. sd.; heavy minerals ~2%
2.40 Clay content begins to inc. til 2.55 where clay is ~30%.

2.62 Unconformity
2.63 White to tan, sdy, biogenic calcareous shell hash.

Qtz -20%, calcerous material -70%, clay -10%.
2.75 Fully indurated.



Transect and Core # T1 ,C8 Length Attempted 5.70m

Location Whichard's Beach Sd Rda. Length Recovered 4.8Bm

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
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3.64 Mod. sharp contact.
3.65 DK. bluish gr., v.fossiliferous, sdy clay;

Avg. Qtz -30%: 80-90% locally.

3.68 Mercenaria valves

T.D. 4.86m

Date 6/16/88

Elevation 1.25m



Transect and Core # T1, C9

Location Pamlico River - east

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)

Length Attempted 4.34m

Length Recovered 3.fi7m

Date 7/17/88

Water depth 1.22m

0.0m Med. gr., org.-rich, v. silty mud

0.29 Med.-dk. brn., silty, muddy peat; chips of wood, blocky texture

0.55 Dk. brn, peat; no visible silt or mud
0.62 Stem 3cm dia., in growth position

1.0 Mud content inc. with depth

1.25-160 Gap in section due to pull-down of sediments in core barrel

1.60-2.30 In situ tree stump. It. yellowish brn., massive wood in
vertical position, darkens with depth; lower portion is knarly

wood of root zone

2.26 Dk. brn, firm, slightly silty, muddy peat;

2.42-2.60 Dk. brn. silty muddy peat increasing in mineral content with
depth.

2.62-2.80, Massive detrital wood in horizonal position

2.81 Dk grsh. brn., very org., v.silty mud; many detrital rootlets; color
progressively lightens with depth

2.91 & 2.98 Stems .25-1.5cm dia.



Transect and Core # T1. C9 Length Attempted 4.34m Date 7/88

Location Pamlico River - east Length Recovered 3-67m Water depth 1 .22

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
3.0 & 3.08, Stems .25-1.5cm dia. in growth position

3.20-3.67, Pale grnsh. gr. to med. gr., mottled, mod. firm, v. fine
V. sandy clay

3.35-3.46, Stem 3cm dia.

T.D. 3.67m



Transect and Core # T1. C10 Length Attempted 2.62m Date 6/29/88

Location 100m S of N shore Length Recovered 2.1 7m Water depth 1.37m

Graphic
Log Depth

0.00 Lt. gr. to med. brnsh. gr., mottled, si. sandy, organic-rich, mud.

0.34 Sharp contact
0.36 Med. grsh. brn. , org.-rich, silty mud.
0.47 Med. brn., clayey peat; no sd or silt, fiberous w/ith stems and roots.
0.50 Wood frag., 3cm dia.

1.10 Many small roots and rootlets; roots are very long, ~15cm

1.30 Large stem, ~4cm dia, 30 cm long, near vertical, other organics
V. fiberous

1.40 Many large roots,
Med. to dk. gr.,org.-rich (exclusive of roots), mud.

1.50-1.80 Vertical stems, ~4cm dia.

1.77 Med. gr., org.-rich, mud; no sd or silt.
1.80-2.17 Solid wood.

T.D. 2.17m



Transect and Core # T1, C11 Length Attempted 2.74m Date 7/2/88

Location Grandpap Ridge Length Recovered 2.59m Water depth 1.14m

Unit

Graphic
Uog Depth

(m)
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O.OOm Med. gr., water charged, muddy silt.
0.08 Modern Rangia shell
0.11-1.60 Entire sequence has uniform med. brnsh. gray mineral

sediments and Dk. brn. to blk. org. matter, and is composed
of irregularly spaced, alternating layers and laminae of
silty mud, silt, v. fine sand, and detrital organic matter. All
organics are horizonal and clearly not in growth positions.
All laminae are horizonal to subhorizonal(< 5 degrees).
Major events are as follows;

0.17-.19 Lt. brn. extremely well sorted fn. sd.
0.33-.38 Detrital organics, about 40% pine bark, in matrix of silty mud
0.40-.45 SI. glauconitic, muddy silty fn. to v. fn. sd.
0.80-.90 Detrital organics (60-80%), pine needles with silty mud.

1.20 SI. org., v. silty mud.

1.37 Muddy fine sd.
1.41-1.47 Highly org., muddy silt.

1.60 Detrital wood stems.

1.62 Sharp contact
1.65 Med. to It. brn-gr., poorly sorted, si. glauconitic, med. to crse. to

fn. to V. crse. qtz sd; structureless, massively bedded and
uniform thoughout.

2.95 Med. brnsh gr. silty mud; same as (Qia)
T.D. 2.97m



Transect and Core # T1,C12 Length Attempted 4.11m 7/2/88Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 3.64m Water depth 4.7m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)



Transect and Core # T1. C12 Length Attempted 4.11m 7/2/88Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 3.84m Water depth 4.7m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
3.00m Dk brnsh gr., mod. clean, v. poorly sorted, crse to v. crse to med.

to fn. sd. portion of a sharks tooth and glauconite grains present.

3.15 Med. gr. well sorted, med. qtz sd; abund. glauconite

3.32-3.38 Crude laminae due to grain size differences
3.39 White to dk tan, v. poorly sorted, qtz sd; glauconite and

phosphate grns. present,
3.51 Unconformity

Lt. gr., indurated, si. sdy., moldic Is; bryozoan and pectin fossils,
and phosphate present.

T.D. 3.64m



Transect and Core # T1, C13 Length Attempted 6.78m 7/3/88Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 5.80m Water depth 1.75m

Unit

Graphic
Lx)g Depth

(m)
0.00m Med. gr., silty mud.

.26 Dk. Reddish brn., peat with abund. wood chips.

.47-,65 Massive wood.

.64-1.20 Dk. brn., semi-fiberous, peat; no silt, very low mineral
content.

1.38 Some large wood

1.50 Clay and silt content in peat begins to increase.

1.68-1.80 Lg. stems, 1.5-3cm dia.
1.75 Clay and silt content as high as 50%

1.98 Gr.-brn., peaty mud

2.30 Med. gr.-bik., si. sdy, peaty, v. silty, mud

2.40 Sd. content increasing rapidly.
2.46 Stem 1.5cm dia.

2.80 Dk. gr., si. sdy, si. org., v. silty mud.

2.97 Lt. gr., v. silty, v. sdy., mod. firm clay.



7/3/88Transect and Core # T1, C13 Length Attempted 8.78m Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 5.80m Water depth 1.75m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
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3.00m Lt. gr., v. silty, v. sandy, mod. firm clay.

3.47 Med. gr., v\/ell sorted, clean, si. phosphatic, fn. qtz sd;

3.80 White to dk. gr., well sorted, v. crse qtz sd; rock frags, present
including quartite, well rounded shales, fish grind plate, tr. of

garnet.

3.84-3.85 As above with v. crse to gravel grain size, rock frags 2%
3.86 Sharp contact
3.88 Lt. gr., si. glauco-phosphatic (~3%), mod. well sorted, med. sd.
4.28 Lt. gr. to white, poorly sorted, crse to med. to v. crse qtz sd with

minor rock frags.

4.30 Med. gr. well sorted, fn. grn qtz sd.
4.36 Unconformity
4.40 Med. olive gr., v. sdy clay.

5.64 Lg. fossil Mercenaria frag., plus a few phosphate grns. and rock frags;
very well rounded.

T.D. 5.80m



Transect and Core # T1, C14 Length Attempted 6.7m 7/20/80Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 2.08m Water depth 1.34m

Unit

Graphic
Uog Depth

(m)
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O.OOm Dk. gr. to blk.,sl. sdy, silty mud
0.10-1.42 The entire sequence darkens very gradually from 0.10

Med. tan toi.42 Brnsh. bik. to brnsh. gr.

.05-~1.50 Compostion is highly variable interbedded layers of sdy. mud
muddy sd., silty mud, muddy silt; mud is dominate, there are no pure
end members.

.28 Hickory shell

.44-.45 and .52-.55 Brnsh bIk., detrital org. layers; ~30% org. matter.

.72-.74, .78-.82 Detrital org. matter; wood chips and frags, and leaves.

1.01-1.17 Various types of org. layers, all detrital.

1.10 Wood chip, 1x2cm.

1.42-1.44 Basal organic layer, detrital wood, 2x7cm
1.44-1.48 Distorted laminae of org. matter, sd. and mud, may be

rip-up clast.
1.49 Sharp contact
1.50-2.08 Lt. tannish gray, well sorted, si. glauconitic, crse to med. to

fn. grn. qtz sd; si. phosphatic, structureless.

T.D. 2.08m



Transect and Core # T1, C15 7/88Length Attempted 5.26m Date

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 4.60m Water depth 1.45m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
0.0m Med. brnsh gr. to med. gr., org.-rich, silty, mud; org. are small

discrete particles
0.03 Moderrfíang/a valve

0.45 Sharp contact
Dk. brn. to blk. detrital, muddy peat; consist of leaves, wood chips
and stems, org. matter dec. rapidly with depth

0.50 Med.-dk. brnsh. gr., silty mud; org. ~2%
0.58 Med.-dk. gr., slightly org., v.silty, muddy, fn. sd.
0.72 Med. gr., slightly muddy, silty, fn-med. sand; frag, of bark (2x3cm)

0.83 Sharp contact
Med. dull brn., v. fiberous, slightly silty, muddy peat; with abund.
soft wood and stems 1cm dia.

Abund. soft wood

Abund. clumps of roots and rootlet

Very fiberous peat with Ig. chips of wood
Mud content begins to inc.

2.25, Peat becoming v. silty and slightly sdy.
2.30, Dull med. brn., slighity sdy., silty, v. peaty, mud

2.55-3.06, Massive wood separated by minor layers of peaty mud



Transect and Core # T1, C15 7/88

Location Pamlico River

Length Attempted 5.26m Date

Length Recovered 4.61 m Water depth 1.45m

Unit

Graphic
Lag Depth

(m)

3.13m Med. gr., firm, massively bedded, slightly org., sandy clay
3.21-3.56 Four stems 4-5cm dia.
3.33 Sand concentrations are localized

3.60 Abund. roots .25-2cm dia.

3.92 Lt. gr., sandy clay; with minor org.

4.06 Lt. gr., v. well sorted, clayey fn. sand;

4.23 Dec. in clay content
4.33 Med. gr., mod. well sorted, clayey, med. to fn. to crse. sand;

4.50 Lt. gr., slightly clayey, crse to med. qtz sand; tr. of phosphate
and glauconite grains

T.D. 4.61m



Transect and Core # T2, C1 Length Attempted 6.55m Date 7/7/88

Location Transmission Line

Unit

Graphic
Lx>g Depth

(m)

Length Recovered 4.95m Elevation .5m



Transect and Core # T2, C1

Location Transmission Line

Length Attempted fi.55 m

Length Recovered 4.95m

Date 7/7/88

Elevation .Sm

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)

3a

5b

- G,

- •

• o : Û' ' O ' 'O
. ' o', ‘ ' P .

3.13m Lt. gr., massively bedded, v. silty clay.

3.65 Detrital root, 2cm dia, 4cm long.
Grain size increasing to v. fn. sd.; clay content about 30%

3.75 Lt. gr., well sorted, clayey, v.silty, fn. sd.

4.07 Lt. to med. gr., clayey sd.

4.36 Dk. to med. brn, v. fn. sdy, silty clay; small
amounts of carbonaceous detritus.

4.55 Med. gr., clayey, fn. sd; clay -35%.
4.65 Mod. sharp contact

Lt. gr.,fairly clean, well sorted, med sand; clay -10%
4.69-4.89 Poorly defined laminae, all 1-2 cm thick, composed of fn. to

med. sd, disseminated org. matter and clay; inclinations dec. w/ depth.
4.90 Sharp contact

Lt. off white to It. brnsh (tan) gr., v. poorly sorted, gravelly crse
to med.sd; gravel is well rounded fn to crse grn.

T.D. 4.95m



Transect and Core # T2, C2 5/28/88Length Attempted 6.55m Date

Location 1.1 km S. of Pamlico R. Length Recovered 4.5m Water depth 0-35m

Graphic

0.0m, Dk. brn., v. fiberous, slightly sandy, muddy rootlet clumps

.17, Brnsh. gr., org.-rich, fn. grain silty mud
Mud dec. with depth

.40, Dk. brn, fibrous peat with many small stems, Ig. roots and rootlets;
no visible mineral sediments

.97-1.37, Gap in section due to pull-down of sediments in core barrel

1.37, Dk. brn. fiberous peat; Ig piece of hard wood cut by core, may have
contributed to loss of section

1.70, As above, silt and mud begin to inc. with depth

1.95, Dk brn., slightly muddy, v.silty, sdy peat

2.10, Dk. grsh. brn., fn. sdy , silty, muddy peat; small rootlets and
fibrous matter abund.

2.47, Transitional contact to tan, slightly org., sandy, v. silty, mud

2.58, Med. tan, v. clayey, v. fn. sdy silt; a few small rootlets

2.61-2.81, Sd and mud are mottled and mixed and distorted;
sand inc. with depth

2.81-2.92, Lt brn., mod. well sorted, fn to med. sand; tr of mica
and glauconite

2.92-3.03, Tan to It. brn, mottled, v.fn gravelly sand; heavy minerals
and glauconite about 1%



Transect and Core # T2, C2 5/28/88Length Attempted 6.55m Date

Location .7 mi. S. of Pamlico R. Length Recovered Water depth •35m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
3.10 Lt. gr. to white, v. clean, v. poorly sorted, med. to crse. to fn. to

gravelly sand; rock fragments abund. heavy minerals, glauconite,
phosphate grains and garnet compose about 3%

3.54, 3.59 Very faint horizonal laminae due to grain size differences
3.60 Grains of orange sand appear and are becoming more common with

depth

3.68-3.82 Faint horizontal laminae
3.82-4.0 Faint laminae inclined about 5 degrees
3.82 Pale yellowish orange, v. poorly sorted, crse to med. to v.crse

to gravel sand; rock fragments, heavy mineral, phosphate,
glauconite, chalcedony, garnet, shark tooth frag, and red and green
qtz grains all present

4.07 Lg. pebbles 1.5, .75, .5cm dia present
4.27 Gravel component inc markedly with numerous rock frags
4.30 Unconformity, Lg. pebble 2cm dia, high concentration of

phosphates grains, about 30%
4.30 Dk. blue grn., firm to v. stiff, v. sandy clay
4.48 Small pocket of biogenic calcareous material, clean sd and

phosphates grains, interpreted to be a burrow
T.D. 4.5m



Transect and Core # T2, C3 Length Attempted Fi 87m Date 5/30/88

Location Transmission Line Length Recovered 3 R7m Elevation .5m

Unit

Graphic
Lx)g Depth

(m)
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0.00m Dk. brnsh. gr., si. sdy., org.-rich, v. silty mud.

.21 Dk. blksh. brn., si. muddy, silty, v. fn. to fn. sdy, peat; org. matter
si. fiberous, but mostly disseminated.

.44 Deep reddish brn., peaty, poorly sorted, med. to fn. to crse sd; org.
matter is homogenous and disseminated.

1.0-2.25 Lt. brn. to dk tan, org. stained, poorly sorted, clean, med. to
crse to fn. to v. crse, sand; sand is structureless, this is probably

due to movement of sand during processing.

2.25 Sand is as above, but with a greater diversity of individual grain
color, including white, gray, tan. It. green, clear or dk. brown.

2.65 There are no grains with organic stain



Transect and Core # T2, C3 Length Attempted 5.87m Date 5/30/88

Location Transmission Line Length Recovered 3.87m Elevation .5m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
3.01m Tan, med. to crse to in., mod. well sorted, clean, qtz sd.

3.35 Lt. tan, poorly sorted, clean, crse to med. to v.crse to fn. to gravel,
qtz sd; grains are many different colors including blue, green, clear,
orange, yellow.

4.02 Med. gr., v. crse. to gravel to crse. to pebbled, v. poorly sorted, si.
lithic qtz. sd.

4.09 Lt. gr., mod. well sorted, med. to crse. qtz. sd.
4.20 Lt. gr. med. to crse to fn. to v. crse. with yellow-brn. gravel and

pebbles, clean, v. poorly sorted, qtz sand.

4.60 Lg. marine mammal fossil bone; appears to be whale vertebrae
4.64 Pebble 20 x 35 x 35 mm; very indurated sandstone.
4.65 Unconformity

Dk. olive grn. si. shelly, v. well sorted, sandy clay; shell is very
weathered.

T.D.4.77m



Length Attempted 6.58m Date 7/12/88Transect and Core # T2, C4

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered Water depth 1.57m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)
0.00m Med. gr. silty mud.

.22 Sharp contact
BIksh brn., detrital peat; blocky texture with no interlocking roots.

.70-.80 Dk. brn, si. muddy peat; mud inc. w/ depth.

.90-1.40 Dk. brnsh gr., v. soft, muddy peat

1.26 Several small stems

1.40-1.74 Dk grsh brn., firm, muddy peat; wood, v. fiberous, rootlets.
1.45-1.50 Lg. massive wood

1.74-3.00 Lt to med. gray, v. soft, peaty mud; many stems, very fiberous.

2.68 Abund. small roots and rootlets
Many large stems and roots,1-5 cms dia



Transect and Core # T2. C4 Length Attempted 6.58m Date 7/12/88

Location Pamlico River Length Recovered 6.04m Water depth 1.57m

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

( m )
3.00-3.66m Dk. to Med. gr., firm, peat; many in situ roots.

3.19-3.24 Several hard, ruddy red stems up to 3 cm dia.

3.66-4.20 Dk. gr., si. silty, peaty mud; many stems

3.84-3.94 Several hard, ruddy red colored stems up to 3cm dia.

4.20-4.98 Grsh brn., v. firm, organic humus; locally sandy w/
many roots.

4.45, 2 laminae of sandy peat; sand is white to clear, poorly sorted, v. crse
to fine grained.

4.98-5.02 Grsh brn., muddy, peaty, poorly sorted, fn. to med. to crse. sd.
5.06 Med. bik., muddy, sandy, silty peat

5.32 Sand increasing with depth

5.70 Dk. gr., with white v. crse v. poorly sorted, med. to fn to
crse. to V. crse to gravel to pebbly qtz sd.

5.77 Sand as above, but Brnsh to tannish gray color.
5.85 Unconformity

Lt. blue gr., semi-indurated, high fragmented, v. glauconitic
moldic limestone.

T.D. 6.04m



1 .52m Date 7/20/88Transect and Core # T2, C6

Location Pamlico River

Unit

Graphic
Log Depth

(m)

Length Attempted

Length Recovered • 94m Water depth 1.98

0.00m-.04 Med. to dk. grsh. brn., peaty, silty mud.
.05 Dk. brn., highly fiberous peat; abund. stems, little to no silt.

.60-.70 Gap due to pulldown of sediments

.70-.80, 3 stems

T.D. .94m



Appendix C: Representative Cummulative Frequency Curves
from Particle Size Distribution Analysis



CumuiativePercentage

Cumala'tive Frequency Carves of Selected Fine Grain Sediments
Transect, core and depth(m) below surface, also shown.



Representitive Cumulative Frequency Curve for Q3a/c Seds.
Transect, cores and depths below surface also shown



CumulativePercentage

Representa-t i ve Q5a Cumulai:ive Freq, Curves
for Coarse, Fine and Gen. Samples,

Transeci:, core and meters below surface also shown.

Grain Size In Phi



CumulativePercentage

Representative Q5b Cumulative Freq. Curves
for Coarse, Fine and Gen. Samples.

Transect, core and meters below surface also shown.

Grain Size in Phi



APPENDIX D: Percent Mineral of Sand Fraction



APPENDIX D:

PERCENT MINERALS OF REPRESENTITIVE SAND SAMPLES

( 300 counts unless otherwise noted)

Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

All samples total 100.00 %
All numbers rounded to the nearest 1/10 of 1 percent.

Sam - Sed. Type, Pel - Felspars P - Phosphate
Transect, Core Lim - LImonite MIc - Mica
and Depth (m) Rx - Rock Fragments OpI - Opal

Phi - Phi Size Flev - Fleavy Minerals Other - Other

Qtz - Quartz Fos - Fossil Gla - Glauconite

Sam Phi Qtz Fel LIm Rx Hev Fos Gla P MIC OPL OTHER

Q5a 0 93 5 0.7 0.3 1.0
1 -3B, 1 .5 9 5 3.7 0.3 1

2.86- 3 89.3 5 2 0.3 0.3 3

3.13

Q5a 0 93 7

1 -7, 1 .5 95 4.7 0.3

1 .25- 3 92 2.7 5.3
2.25

Q5a 0 87.7 9.7 2 0.3 0.3

1-12, 1 .5 92.7 6.3 0.6 0.3
3.46- 3 81.3 4.7 2.3 8.3 1 .3 2
3.49 3 79 7 2 8.3 1 2

Q5b 0 93.7 6 0.3

1-4, 1 .5 95.7 4 0.3

1.12- 3 85.3 4.3 3.7

2.57
Q5b 0 92.3 4 0.3 0.3

1 -3B, 1 .5 97 3

0.52- 3 91.3 5.3 3.3
1 .62
Q5b 0 92 7.7 0.3 0.3

1 -3B, 1 .5 94.7 5.3
2.05- 3 95.7 2.3 2

2.86
Q5b 0 94.4 2.4 2.4 0.8 (250 G ain Cou nt)
1 -5, 1 .5 97.3 2 0.3 0.3

1 .76- 3 98 0.3 1 .7 7 0.6

3.44
Q5b 0 9 1 8.7 0.3 1 .5 92.3

1-8, 1 .5 92.3 7 0.3

0.40- 3 95 3 1 .7 0.3

1 .62
Q5b 0 88.7 9.7 1 .7

1-13, 1 .5 89.3 7.3 0.7 0.7 2 0.3

3.45- 3 90.7 1 .7 6.7 1 .7

4.35 3 87 4.3 4.7 3.3 0.3 0.3



APPENDIX E; Present Mineral of Sand Fraction
in Fine Grain Samples



APPENDIX E:

PERCENT MINERAL OF SAND FRACTION IN FINE GRAIN SAMPLES

( 300 counts, unless otherwise noted )

Qlb - Detrital organic-rich estaurine mud
Qlc - Sand-rich estuarine mud
Q3a - Blue sandy clay Q6a - Iron stained soil
Q3c - Brown sandy clay Q6b - Brownish gray soil

All samples total 100.00%
All numbers rounded to the nearest 1/10 of 1 percent.

Sam - Sed. Type,
Transect, Core
and Depth (m)

Phi - Phi Size
Qtz - Quartz

Fel - Felspars
Lim - Limonite
Rx - Rock Fragments
Rev -Fleavies
Fos - Fossils

Gia - Glauconite
P - Phosphate
Mic - Mica

Opl-Qpal
Other-Gther

Sam Phi Qtz Fel Lim Rx Flev Fos Gla P Mic OpI Qther
Qlb
1-12
0.53-
0.56

1.5
3
3.5

94
92
90.6

5.3
4
3 4.6

0.6 1 .6
0.6
1.3
1.3

0.3

0.3

Qlc
1-14

1.36-

1 .39

1 .5
3

87.6
86

5.6
7.6

3
3.3 0.3

3.3
2.6

0.3

Q3a
1-12
2.64-

2.66

1 .5
3

88
92

7.6
5

1 .3
1 .3

1 0.3
0.6

1.6
1

Q3a
2 - 1
2.75-
2.78

1 .5
3

92
92.6

6.6
5.3

1
0.6

0.3 3

1 .3

Q3c
1 - 5

0.76-
0.81

1 .5
3

94.4

91.6
2

6.3
2.8

0.6
( 250 G rains Cc)unted )

0.3
0.3
1

Q3c
1-12

2.55-
2.57

1 .5

3

89.6

92
9

7.3
0.3
0.6

0.6 0.3 3

Q3d
1 - 8
1 .64

1 .5
3

91.7
97

4.1
2

4.1
0.3

( 170 G rains Cc
0.3

unted )

Q6a

1-7,
0.36-
0.38

1 .5
3

87
93.3

7.3
3.6

5.3
2

0.3
1

Q6b
1 -8
0.24

1 .5
3

91.6
90.3

8.3
8 1 0.6



APPENDIX F: Mineralology of Clays



APPENDIX F:

CLAY MINERALS

(determined by XRD)

Q1b - Detrital organic-rich estaurine mud
Qlc - Sand-rich estuarine mud
Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3b - Brownish gray clay
Q3c - Brown sandy clay

Q3d - Purple silt
Q6a - Iron stained soil
Q6b - brownish gray soil

Sample Transect Sediment Depth Below Clay Minerals
No. & Core Type Sed. Surface Present (nonquantitative)

24 1-12 Qlb .53- .56m kaolinite, illite, vermiculite

25 1-14 Qlc 1.36-1 .39m smectite, kaolinite, illite

2 6 1-14 Qlc .03- .06m kaolinite, illite , vermiculite

1 1 1 -5 Q3a 1.54-1.57m smectite, kaolinite, illite

1 3 1 -3B Q3a 1 .96-1 .99m smectite, kaolinite, illite

1 4 1 - 6 Q3a .84- .84m smectite, kaolinite, illite,
vermiculite

1 5 1 -3B Q3a 2.66-2.67m smectite, kaollntie, illite

2 1 1-12 Q3a 2.66-2.67m smectite, kaolinite, illite

22 2-1 Q3a 3.95-3.98m smectite, kaolinite, illite

23 2 -1 Q3a 2.75-2.78m smectite, kaolinite, illite,
vermiculite

27 2-1 Q3a 3.33-3.34m smectite, kaolinite

1 9 1-12 Q3b 1.31-1 .38m smectite, kaolinite, illite,
vermiculite

1 2 1-5 Q3c .76- .81m smectite, kaolinite, illite,
vermiculite

20 1-12 Q3c 2.56-2.57m smectite, kaolinite, illite

1 7 1 - 8 Q3d 1.64-1 .67m smectite, kaolinite, illite

1 8 1 -7 Q6a .36- .38m kaolinite, illite, vermiculite

1 6 1 - 8 Q6b .23- .25m smectite, kaolinite,
vermiculite



APPENDIX G: Organic Content of Selected
Organic-Rich Samples



APPENDIX G:

ORGANICS CONTENTS

( determined by weight difference utilizing furnace burning
at 500 degrees C. for one hour.)

All percentages total 100%

Qia - Estuarine mud
Q1b - Dethtal organic-rich estaurine mud
Q2a - Detrital peat
Q2c - Swampforest peat
Q2d - Transition peat

Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3c - Brown sandy clay
Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

Sample
No.

Transect
& Core

Depth Below
Sed. Surface

Sediment

Type
Percent

Ash
Percent

Organics

2 1 1-14 .80- .83m QIa 73.8 26.2

22 1-11 .17- .21m Qlb 74.6 25.4

23 1-10 .39- .44m Q2a 48.2 51.8

27 1-13 .42- .44m Q2a 14.5 85.5

46 2-4 5.25-5.27m Q2a 69.1 30.9

47 2 - 4 5.53-5.56m Q2a 91.4 8.6

2 1 - 5 .22- .25m Q2c 49.6 50.4

3 1 - 4 .20- .22m Q2c 54.6 45.4

1 1 l-IA .19- .20m Q2c 32.3 67.7

1 3 1 - 6 .03- .06m Q2c 33.2 66.8

1 7 1-9 2.25-2.28m Q2c 43.4 56.6

20 1-12 .60- .63m Q2c 48.1 51.9

25 1-10 1.15-1 .18m Q2c 34.8 65.2

26 1-10 1.76-1.78m Q2c 66.2 33.8

29 1-13 1.85-1.88m Q2c 54.5 45.5

30 1-13 2.35-2.39m Q2c 72.9 27.1

3 1 1-13 2.80-2.85m Q2c 93.9 6.1

35 1-15 1.70-1.73m Q2c 53.9 47



APPENDIX G:

ORGANIC CONTENT (cont.).

All percentages total 100%

Qia - Estuarine mud
Q1b - Detrital organic-rich estaurine mud
Q2a - Detrital peat
Q2c - Swampforest peat
Q2d - Transition peat

Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3c - Brown sandy clay
Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

Sample
No.

Transect
& Core

Depth Below
Sed. Surface

Sediment

Type
Percent

Ash
Percent
Organics

36 1-15 2.17-2.20m Q2c 55.8 44.2

39 1-15 2.68-2.71m Q2c 71.2 28.7

41 2-4 .40- .46m Q2c 36.3 63.7

42 2 - 4 1.40-1 .43m Q2c 55.3 44.7

43 2-4 2.35-2.39m Q2c 55.1 44.9

44 2-4 3.30-3.32m Q2c 60.6 39.4

45 2 - 4 4.30-4.33m Q2c 82.4 17.6

48 2 - 1 .23- .26m Q2c 32.1 67.9

49 2-1 .92- .96m Q2c 1 3 87

53 2 - 2 .10- .13m Q2c 39.3 60.7

54 2-2 .90- .94m Q2c 6.6 93.4

55 2 - 2 1.70-1.73m Q2c 1 7.5 82.5

57 2 - 3 .10- .12m Q2c 89.3 10.7

1 5 1-9 .40- .42m Q2d 32.1 67.9

1 6 1 - 9 1.10-1.12m Q2d 1 6.7 83.3

28 1-13 .98-1.03m Q2d 23.5 76.5

34 1-15 1.00-1.02m Q2d 46.6 53.4

52 2 - 1 3.46-3.48m Q3a 95 5

9 1 - 2 .43- .44m Q3c 67.9 32.1



APPENDIX G:

ORGANIC CONTENT (continued)

All percentages total 100%

Qia - Estuarine mud
Q1b - Detrital o

Q2a - Detrital Peat
Q2c - Swampforest peat
Q2d - Transition peat

Q3a - Blue sandy clay
Q3c - Brown sandy clay
Q5a - Orange sand
Q5b - White sand

Sample
No.

Transect
& Core

Depth Below
Sed. Surface

Sediment

Type
Percent

Ash
Percent

Orqanics

56 2 - 2 2.30-2.33m Q3c 92 8

40 1-15 3.12-3.16m Q3c 8 1 1 9

5 1 2 - 1 2.70-2.72m Q3c 92.1 7.9

58 2-3 .80- .82m Q5a 98.3 1.7

59 2-3 o 3 Q5a 99.5 0.5

5 1 -3B .44- .45m Q5b 85.8 14.2

7 1 -3B .63- .70m Q5b 91.1 8.9

8 1 -3B 1.28-1.31m Q5b 96.3 3.7

1 2 l-IA .89- .94m Q5b 96.7 3.3


